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Abstract 

Heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems consume 43 % of the 

energy used by buildings. This percentage grows when the HVAC system operates 

with malfunctions. Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods are developed to 

reduce abnormal events and down-times and to promote energy saving use of 

equipment. 

Most FDD methodologies for HVAC systems found in the literature revolve around 

first principle models and mathematical models. This dissertation describes a FDD 

solution based on process history data and artificial neural network (ANN) models. 

ANN models, of HVAC components, are built from fault-free operation data. Faulty 

data are then used with the ANN models to build various residuals and statistical 

residual transformations. From these residuals, unique residual patterns are assigned 

to discern between a variety of malfunctions. 

This FDD strategy is, firstly, applied to a static pressure control loop and secondly, 

applied to the overall power consumption of an HVAC system. In both studies, the 

FDD system successFully detected and classified unwanted anomalies - some 

deviating as little as 5% from normal operational standards. 

Finally, the FDD system is rated according to a common set of criteria reviewed in the 

literature study. This criterion shows the FDD strategy to be robust and adaptable, 

with low modelling and computational requirements. 



Uittreksel 

Verhitting, ventilasie en lugversorgings (HVAC) stelsels gebmik 43 % van die totale 

elektrisiteitstoevoer tot geboue. Hierdie persentasie vergroot wanneer die HVAC 

stelsel met abnormaliteite moet funksioneer. Foutsporings en diagnose (FDD) 

metodes word tans ontwikkel om die duur van foutiewe werksverrigting en hersteltye 

te verminder. Verder is dit ook handig om lae kragverbruik aan te moedig. 

Meeste FDD metodrs vir HVAC stelsels is gebasseer op eerste-beginsel modelle en 

wiskundige modelle. Hierdie verhandeling hou 'n FDD sisteem voor wat ontwikkel is 

rondom kunsmatige neurale netwerke (ANN) en die gepaardgaande historiese proses 

data. 

ANN modelle van HVAC komponente word opgelei met data vanuit foutlose 

datastelle. Daarna word foutdata gebruik om, deur middel van die opgeleide netwerke, 

residue en statistiese venverkings van residue te bekom. Uit hierdie residue en 

verskilpatrone kan unieke kenmerke aan verskillende foute toegeken word. So word 

daar dus tussen foute onderskei. 

Hierdie FDD strategle word. eerstens, toegepas op 'n statiese lugdmk beheerlus en 

tweedens op die oorsigtelike Lragverbruik van 'n HVAC sisteem. In beide stud~es kry 

die FDD stelsel dit suksesvol reg om foute in die sisteem te ondek en te klass~fiseer. 

Van die foute het 'n afwykmg van slegs 5% van die normale lesings. 

In albei eksprimente word die FDD stelsel geevalueer volgens standaarde wat in die 

literatuurstudie uiteengesit word. Hierdie standaarde beskryf die FDD stelsel as 

robuust en aanpasbaar met lae modelierings- en berekenings-vereistes. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is written in order to set the focus of this dissertation. The problem is 

defined from the background of the world energy situation and a methodology to 

solve the problem is considered. The introduction concludes by providing an 

overview of the dissertation. 

7.7 Energy consumption problem and availability of building 

air-conditioning systems 

As the worldwide energy crisis grows, e n e r a  saving is becoming an increasingly 

important issue. Building energy consumption occupies one-third of total energy 

consumption [ I ] .  Because building control systems and heating ventilating and air- 

conditioning (HVAC) systems do not run under optimal conditions and regularly 

suffer from faults, the potential for energy saving is considerable. Furthermore, faults 

in the building HVAC system can also lead to degradation of the indoor climate, 

raising the complaint level of occupants. Even some critical electronic equipment, like 

telephone exchanges, can trip or malfunction when temperatures are too high. 
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Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) are applied to trace the cause of a decrease in 

indoor climate quality and energy efficiency of HVAC systems. It can be realized 

with quantitative and qualitative approaches. The quantitative approach is normally 

based on the physical laws and requires advanced knowledge about the system. 

Nowadays, detailed information of the building and its substructures is available from 

the building management. Therefore, the physical models can be built reasonably 

accurately. Output from the model is weighed against measured values from the 

HVAC system to build residuals that are analyzed for FDD purposes. But, building 

configurations regularly change when partitions are installed or moved. Each 

alteration requires an impractical redesign of the physics-based model. 

As an alternative to first principal models, this dissertation concerns itself with the 

implementation of a process history based model. Process history based models are 

built from vast sums of historical datasets. No knowledge of the physical interactions 

in the plant is necessary to construct process history models, but some form of feature 

extraction has to be applied to the data in order to generate the models. Feahlre 

extraction can be done with either statistical methods or non-statistical methods like 

fuzzy logic or artificial neural networks (ANN). 

With an ANN model at hand, fluctuations in the physical plant can be analyzed for 

FDD purposes. Quick and effective response to FDD alarms should limit downtime, 

and reduce resource misuse. 

1.2 Problem statement 

The above-mentioned factors stress the necessity of being able to predict failure of 

components or a faulty process status. The goal of this dissertation is to investigate a 

FDD concept that can detect and recognise faulty behaviour of a HVAC process. 

The FDD model under study is the combination of three different sub-systems: a 

process model, a residual analysis and a fault classifier. Figure 1 presents the 

interactions in between the FDD sub-systems and how a fault would propagate to the 

point where it is identified. Mainly, this dissertation focuses on the building of the 
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process model but the residual analysis and the classification structure are also 

thoroughly discussed. 

Process 

Figure 1. Interaction of a process with an FDD system. 

Issues leading from the research goal include most problems associated with FDD 

systems, such is the ability to rate a FDD system. Desirable characteristics need to be 

identified for comparison between different systems and their usefulness under 

different circumstances [ 2 ] .  

System identification concerns the problem of obtaining mathematical models of 

dynamical systems based on observed data [3]. These models are actually 

approximations of the real life processes. Neural networks are a subset of system 

identification [4]. 

It is proposed that an artificial neural network be used for modelling building systems. 

System identification, in general, has the ability to model any dynamic system from 

observed data. 

This type of modelling. using ANNs, has the following advantages: 

P A short time is needed for model development 

9 Data from the real physical process are used to obtain models 

P Models include disturbance variables 

P Models can he implemented in a model based control system. 
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In the end a generic FDD system should be developed, not only for implementation 

on HVAC equipment, but for commissioning on any system or process. 

1.3 Proposed methodology 

The engineering of an advanced FDD system will be developed over a number of 

stages. 

1. Literature shidies on system identification, fault detection and diagnostics as 

well as on heating, ventilating and air-conditioning are required. 

2 .  Then, it is necessary to create and train the neural network within the 

boundaries of a laboratory, including: 

9 modelling a process using neural networks for fault detection; 

i detecting and diagnosing faults by using statistical methods to classify 

residuals; and 

9 integrating the above mentioned solutions; 

3.  The same methods of point 2 should be implemented on HVAC systems. 

9 One approach would be to employ the ANNs on some other type of 

simulation model of a HVAC system; 

> Ideally, the ANN models should be developed around measured data 

from some physical HVAC system; 

4. Re-evaluation of the proposed FDD system should be done according to the 

efforts from the literature study in point I .  

1.4 Chapter summary 

Chapter 2 summarises the background theory of fault detection and diagnostic 

systems and weighs different modelling methods up against each other. 

Chapter 3 covers the basic theory of heating ventilating and air-conditioning systems. 

The chapter continues with a literature survey of applied FDD on HVAC systems and 
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concludes with the motivation of neural networks as this dissertation's method of 

choice. 

Chapter 4 investigates neural nehvorks as fault identifiers. Residuals are obtained by 

implementing two transfer function models that run in series against two ANN 

models; one replicating the first system while the second attempting to replicate both 

transfer functions. From different residual adaptations a fault identification matrix is 

derived. 

Chapter 5 is concerned with applying the methods investigated chapter 4. This is 

done on a simulation of a static pressure control loop in the attempt to detect and 

identify errors that are spec~fically related to such a HVAC component. A complete 

FDD solution is developed and rated accordingly. 

Chapter 6 applies the FDD methods developed in the two previous chapters. The 

neural networks are trained with data collected from a telephone exchange cooling 

system. The FDD system is developed to identify measured faults and artificial faults. 

The system is also capable to detect unknown malfunctions. At the end of the chapter 

the FDD system is evaluated according to methods found in the literature study. 

Chapter 7 summarizes this dissertation in a final conclusion on this research 

Appendix A is a collection of the fine details involved in the development of accurate 

neural networks. This appendix is added to extend chapters 4, 5 and 6 while not 

reducing the readability of those chapters. 

1.5 References in chapter I 

[I]  Yu, B. & van Paassen, A. H. C. Modeling with sinrulink and bondgraph merhod 

for fauh detection in an air-conditioned room. 2001. Lab of Refrigeration 

Engineering & Indoor Climate Control. Delft University of Technology 

[2] Venkatasubramanian. V. et al. A review of process fault detection and 

diagnosis. 2001. Computers and chemical Engineering. 
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3 Erasmus, 5.0. A,fodelling the pehnie bed inorluli~r reactor using sysleir~ 

itierit$catioi7 techniques. 2003. PU vir CHO. 

[4] Haykin, S .  A'curul A'eht.orks. ii roinprr11en.si~v f i~unr fa~ion .  1999. Prentice Hall. 



CHAPTER 2 

2 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF FAULT DETECTION AND 

DIAGNOSTIC METHODS 

Fault detection and diagnostics IFDD) potentially have great economic impact to 

increase plant availability. In the casc of HVAC systems, energy efficiency is of 

prime i niportance; doors and u-indo~vs I eft open could greatly increase t he cooling 

load. An overview on FDD is found: amongst others, in an article by 

Vcnkatasubramanian [ I ] .  It describes how various FDD methods are implemented to 

handle abnomial events. 

There is an abundance of literature on process fault diayiosis ranging from analytical 

methods to artificial intelligence and statistical ;~pproaches. From a modelling 

perspecti~~e, there are methods that require accurate process models, semi-quantitative 

models, or qualitative models. At the other end of the spectrum, there are methods 

that do not assume any form of model irlfor-mation and rely only on historic process 

data. 

In this chapter faults that Itad to abnonnal cvcnts are defined. Thc characteristics of 

an FDD system to rnanagc these events arc considered before different FDD methods 

are discussed. 
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2.1 Introduction to abnormal event management 

As our knowledge on process control and computer systems grows, humans in low- 

level and regulatory control positions are being replaced by machines capable of 

routinely performing these actions in an automated manner. With progress in 

distributed control and model predictive control systems, the benefits to various 

industrial segments have been enormous. However, a very important control task in 

managing process plants still remains largely a manual activity, performed by human 

operators. This is the task of responding to abnormal events in a process. Broken 

down into steps, this task involves the timely detection of an abnormal event, 

diagnosing its origins and then taking appropriate actions to bring the process back to 

a normal, safe, operating state. This entire activity has come to be called abnom~al 

event management (AEM).[l]. 

Reliance on humans for AEM is becoming increasingly unsuccessful because of 

several factors. Firstly, the broad scope of diagnostic activity on multiple failures gets 

confusing. Secondly, humans have a hard time to encompass the shear size of the 

modern plant. Some plants have as many as 1500 process variables observed every 

few seconds [2]. This leads to information overload. A third problem is the failing of 

measuring equipment and sensors. Incomplete and unreliable data make diagnostics a 

tedious task. Finally, speed is a rather desirable attribute to any diagnostic system. It 

would be in~possible for a human to reach all the constraints and demands that are 

required of a modem diagnostic system.[l]. 

The automation of FDD is the first building block in modem AEM. Various 

computer-aided methods have been developed to address the difficulties of the broad 

scope of fault diagnosis and its real time solution. From a modeling perspective, there 

are methods that require accurate process models, semi-quantitative models, or 

qualitative models. At the other end of the spectrum, there are methods that do not 

assume any form of model information and rely only on process history information. 

In addition. given the process knowledge, there are different search techniques that 

can be applied to perform diagnosis. [I]. 
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The basic aim of this section is to provide a comparative study of various diagnostic 

methods from different perspectives. Diagnostic methods are classified into three 

general categories: quantitative model based methods, qualitative model based 

methods, and process history based methods. This review includes a perspective 

showing how these different methods relate to and differ from each other. Included 

are important assumptions, drawbacks as well as advantages. Due to the broad scope 

of this review it is not possible to discuss every method, nor to confer fine detail. 

Hence the intent is to provide the reader with the general concepts, and motivate the 

choices made for this study on the popular FDD methods. 

2.2 Definition of a fault 

AEM revolves around process faults. The term fault is generally defined as a 

departure from an acceptable range of an observed variable or a calculated parameter 

associated with a process [2]. According to I s e m a m  [3] faults disturb data in mainly 

three shapes, presented in Figure 2. Abrupt faults assume the form of a step function 

while incipient faults periodically drift away from the desired value. Faults which 

appear, disappear and reappear are called intermittent faults. 

Fault f 4  

a. Fault incident c. Incipient 

b. Abrupt d. Intermittent 

Figure 2. Fault appearance in a process 131 
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The underlying cause of this abnormality is called the basic event or the root cause. 

The basic event is also referred to as a malfi~nction or a failure [Z ] .  Sincc one can 

view the task of diagnosis as a classification problem, the diagnostic system is also 

referred t o  as a diagnostic classifier. Figure 3 d epicts t h e  components o f a  general 

fault diagnosis framework. The figure shows a controlled process system and 

mdicates the different sources o r  failures in i t .  In general, one has to deal with three 

classes of malfunctions: 

i Gross parameter changes 

i Structural changes 

i Failures of sensors and actuators 

Controller 
Malfuncton 

Feedback 
Controller 

4 

Process Sensor 
Dslurbance Falure 

- 

Actuator 
Falure 

I I 

Structural 
Falure 

4 

Figure 3. General diagnostic framework 

2.2.1 Gross parameter changes in a model 

Actuator 

4 

I n  any model, there arc processes occuning belon the selec~ed level of derail of thc 

model. These processes. a.hich are not modelled, are typically lumped as parametel-s 

arid these include i ntcractions 3 cross the  system boundary. Parameter failures a rise 

when thcrc is a disturhancc entering the process from the environment through suck 

independent vari;thlzs. 

-- 
* 

Dynamic 
Plant 

4 

--+ 
* - 

Sensors 
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As an example of a gross parameter change, consider a pipe in which water flows. If 

the outside temperature drops below freezing point so that the water inside freezes, 

flow inside is halted. None of the equipment broke, but a failure occurred because the 

water, that was considered a liquid, has changed to a solid. 

2.2.2 Structural changes 

Structural changes refer to changes in the process itself. They occur due to hard 

failures in equipment. Structural malfunctions result in a change in the information 

flow between various variables. To identify such a failure, a diagnostic system would 

require the removal of the appropriate model equations and restructuring the other 

equations in order to describe the current situation of the process. 

Once again consider a pipe as an example. If the pipe starts leaking it goes through a 

S t r u c ~ r d  change, leading to an error when the input does not match the output. 

Similarly, a door to the outside left opening a cooled building space would lead to a 

fault and increase the energy consumption. 

2.2.3 Malfunctioning sensors and actuators 

Actuators and sensors are needed for, among other uses, detecting system failures. 

Unfortunately with these sensors another set of possible faults is incorporated. This 

set is divided into three categories: hard sensor failures, an added constant bias and an 

out-of range failure. Some of the instruments provide feedback signals, which are 

essential for the control of the plant. A failure in one of the instruments could cause 

the plant variables to deviate beyond acceptable limits unless the failure is detected 

promptly and corrective actions are accomplished in time. It is the purpose of 

diagnosis to quickly detect any instrument fault, which could seriously degrade the 

performance of the control system. Outside the scope of fault diagnosis are 

unstructured uncertainties, process noise and measurement noise. Unstructured 

uncertainties are mainly faults that are not modelled a priori. Process noise refers to 

the mismatch between the actual process and the predictions of model equations. 

whereas measurement noise refers to high frequency additive component in the sensor 

measurements. 
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2.3 Desirable characteristics of a fault diagnostic system 

This section concerns itself with a set of characteristics that any FDD system should 

possess. This wish list will sen-e as a requirement set whereby the different diagnostic 

approaches will bc benchmarkcd. Cun-ently not a single approach fulfills all the 

requirements. Rather, the benchmark defines the method in tenns of thc a priori (or 

beforehand) infomiation that needs to be providcd, reliability of solution, generality 

and computational efficiency. 

If an abnormality is detected, a gcneral diagnostic classifier would come up with a set 

of hypotheses that explains the abnormality. Completeness of a diagnostic classifier 

would require the actual fault to be a subset o f the  proposed fa~llt set. Resolution of a 

d~agnostic classifier would require the fault set to be as minimal as possible. Thus, 

there is a trade-off between completeness and resolution 

The following presents a set of desirable characteristics 011s would like the diagnostic 

system to possess: 

2.3.1 Quick detection and diagnosis 

The FDD system sho~ild respond quickly in identifying malfunctions. However, quick 

rcsponse to failure diagnosis and tolerable performance during normal operation are 

two conflicting goals. A system that is designed lo detect a hilure (particularly abrupt 

changes) quickly will be sensitkc to high frequency influences. This makes the 

system sensitive to noise and can lead to frequent falsc alal-ms during normal 

operation, which can be dissuytive.[I]. 

2.3.2 Isolability 

Isolability is the ability to distinguish between diffcrcnt failures - to isolate one fault 

from the probablc fault set. In a noise-free state. the FDD classifier should bc ablc to 

generate all output that is uniquely linked to faults that have not been modelled. 

However, the ability to design isolable classifiers mainly dcpends on the process 

characteristics. There is niso a trade-off between isolability and the rqection of' 
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modelling uncertainties. Most of the classifiers work with various forms ofrcdundant 

information and hence there is only a limited degree of freedom for classifier d c s i a .  

Due to this, a classifier with a high degree of isolability would usually do a poor job 

in rejecting modelling uncertainties and vice versa. [ I ] .  

2.3.3 Robustness 

One would like the diagnostic system to be robust to various forms of noise. In other 

words, the perfomlance should degrade ,q-acefully instead of failing abruptly as noise 

levels increase. Robustness rule out deterministic isolability tests where the thresholds 

are placed close to zero. In the prcsence of noise, these thresholds may have to be 

chosen conservatively. Thus, robustness is weighed against performance. [ I ] .  

2.3.4 Novelty identifiability 

The first priority o f  any FDD system is to distinguish bctween normal and abnomial 

behaviour of thc process. Secondly, in thc case of abnormal behaviour. i t  is uscd to 

detect whether thc malfunction is knoxvn or new (novel). This second criterion is 

known as novelty ident i t iabi l i~~.  Generally there are sufficient data available to model 

the normal behavior of a proccss. On the other hand, data sets ncedcd for modeling 

the abnormal regions are usually incomplete. Thus, it is possible that ti1 uch of the 

abnormal operations regions may riot have been modelled adequately. Achieving 

complete tiovclty iden~ifiahili~y remains one of greatest challenges when designing an 

FLID system \Vheri complete novelty idcntifiability can not be attained, one would 

like the diagnostic system to be able to recognizc thc occurrence of novel faults and 

not misclassify them as kno\vn tnalfunctions or as normal operation. [ I ] .  

2.3.5 Adaptability 

Processes in general change due to changes in cxtemal inputs or structural changes 

brought along by retrofitting. These changes are not always failures. Sometimes the 

operating conditions can chalise as a result of changing cnvironmcntal conditions 

such as changes in production quan~itics. clinngcs it1 the quality of raw material etc. 

An FDD system should be adaptahlc to ~ 1 i a 1 i p .  \vith the possibility to gradually 
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develop the scope of the system as new cases and problems emerge, as the process 

maturcs. [ I ] .  

2.3.6 Explanation facility 

Finding the source of a nialfunc~ion is a standard requirement on any FDD system. I t  

would be impressive if the system could explain how the fault originated anti 

propagatcd to the current situation. This is a very important factor in designing on-line 

decision support systems. This requires the ability to reason about cause and cffect 

I-elationships in a process. An FDD system has to justify its recommendations so that 

operators can accordingly evaluate and act on their experience. As an extension on the 

capacity to build a certain h)potlicsis. the FDD systcni should motivate why another 

hypothesis is discarded. [ I ] .  

2.3.7 Modeling requirements 

Another criterion whereby FDD systs~ns are judgcd is the effort \\hich goes into 

conin~issionis~g and d e p l o p ~ e n t .  For Sast and easy d e p l o p c n t  of real-time diagnostic 

classifiers. the niodelling effort should hc mi~limal. I I]. 

2.3.8 Dependability 

Dependability is mainly a concern u f  a\:ailability of the FDD system, in other words, a 

system that has rhs prope~ly of always being available when required. It  is the d e ~ r e c  

to which a system is operable and capable of performing its required function at any 

randomly chosen time durins its specifid operatin:: time. [ 3 ]  . h o t h e r  description is: 

Time available 
Dependability = 

Time available + Time required 

2.3.9 Storage and computational requirements 

Somc FDD systen~s  require algorithms and an opcratins code of some sort to Sunctioil 

whilc others are computationally less complex, b u ~  might entail high storage 
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requiren~ents. An adequate diagnostic system is able to achieve a reasonable balance 

on these two competing requirements. [I] .  

2.3.10 Multiple fault identifiability 

The facility to detect and identify multiple simultaneous faults is an important but 

difficult requirement. It becomes a complex problem thanks to the interacting nature 

of most faults. These interactions are usually synergistic and hence the individual 

fault patterns merge to produce a new pattern. Enumerating and designing separately 

for all the pem~utations and combinations bet\\een known faults would become 

cornbinatorial prohibitive for large processes. [ I ] .  

2.3.1 1 Safety 

Safety requirements in an FDD solution does not merely concern the operator or 

user's safety need. It also requires the protection of the equipment and process 

hardware involved in the plant. [ 3 ] .  

2.4 Classifications of diagnostic algorithms 

The two elements that form a diagnostic classifier are: 

i The type of hcno\vledge used and 

k The search strategy 

The diagnostic search strategy depends on the method or form in which ihc 

knowledge was transfonned. In turn.  the knowledge representation scheme depends 

on the i r  priori knowledge av;tilable. The conclusion is that the u priori knowledge 

available is the most distinguish in^ fcaturc. The diagnostic systems arc classified 

according to Illis. 

Vekatasubratnat~iari [ I ]  dcfincs ( I  p r i m  kno\vlcdgc as a set of failures, plus a set of 

observations and the relationship between th rm This can be explicitly rt.p~-csented, 

for example a table lookup schen~e. or ~leductcd from a sourcc of domain kno\\Iedse. 

For example, the domain kt~o\\:lcdge could be developed from a first pririciples 

understanding of the process. 'l'his is called model-based 01- causal knowledge [A ] .  
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Domain knowledge w ith a n  element o f  explicitly represented data  i s referred t o a s  

compiled or process history-based knowledge. 

The model-based u p r i m  knowledge can be broadly classified as qualitative or 

quantitativc The model is usually developed based on some fundamental 

understanding of the physics of the process. In quantitative models this understanding 

is expressed in tenns of mathematical functional relationships between the inputs and 

outputs of the system. In contrast, in qualitative model cquations these relationships 

are expressed in temis of  q~~ali tat ive functions around different units in a process. In 

contrast t o  the  m odel-based approaches, i n process history b ased m cthods only the  

availability of a large amount of historical process data is assunicd. There ars different 

ways in which these data can be transfomicd and presented as 17 jiriori knowledge to a 

diagnostic systeni. This is known as feature extt-action from the process history data. 

and is dolie to facilitate later diagnosis. This extraction proccss can mainly proceed as 

either quantitative or qualitative feature extraction. In quantitative feature extraction 

one can perfomi either a statistical or non-st3tistical kature extraction This 

classification of diagnostic systems is shown in Figure 3. 

Quantitative 
Model-Based History Based 

Qualitative 
Model-Based 

i , Quantitat~ve 

Parity j EKF 
/ '., 

F ~ U N  O b s e ~ e r s  QTA ~ t a t i s t l c a  ",, 
"graph"' Funct;onal 

i 'I 
Expert 

? 
Quaiitative Systems /' ' Neural 

physics Structural d 1 Networks i 
PCA I Statistical 
PLS Classif~ers 

Figure 4. ' f ree structure o f  diagnostic methods [ I ]  
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Figure 4 serves as a summary for the rest of this chapter. It only includes the nlore 

popular and effective methods o f  process modelling and i s  b y  n o  means complete. 

Some methods can't be perfectly classified under just onc of the three main branches. 

For example, neural networks approaches are a result of research in pattern 

recognition and a r e  accordingly found under h istory-based methods; however, they 

are directly related to state-space models. 

2.5 Quantitative model-based methods 

Every modeled-based FDD system is built up from two steps. Firstly, the model is 

used to generate an expected result set of the physical process. These expected results 

are then compared with the actual results, measured by sensors, to check for 

inconsistencies. These inconsistencies are called the residuals and the method to 

obtain them is known as residual generation. The second step 1-equil-es a rule set 

through which the residuals are sifted to isolate and identify faults. 

The check for inconsistency needs some form of redundancy. There are two types of  

redundancies, viz. hardware redundancy and analytical redundancy. The former 

requires redundant sensors: which can becornc a costly exercise. Analytical 

redundancy is achieved from the flunct~onal depsndcncc among the process variables 

and is usuallv provided by a set of algebraic or temporal rclatiunships among the 

states, inputs and the outputs of the system. 

The analytical redundancy schemes for fault diagnosis arc basically signal processing 

rechniquzs  sing state cstimation, parameter estimation, adaptive filtering and other 

transfortnation methods. [ I ] .  Both types of models, state-space or input-output. can be 

written as: 

y(0  = j ' ( ~ ( l ) > ( ~ ( l ) > ~ ( l ) . ~ ( l ) )  

where y(t) and u(t) denote the measurable o u t p ~ ~ t s  and inputs, x(t) and o ~ ( t j  rcpresent 

(mostly immeasurable) statc variables and disturbance, and II is thc process 

parameters. Process faults u s~~a l l y  cause changes i n  the state variables and/or chanzcs 

in the model parameters. 
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Based on the process model, one can estimate the immeasurable x(t) or o ( t )  by the 

observed y(r) and u(t). using state estimation and parameter estimation methods. 

Kalman filters [5] and observers [9] have been widely used for state estimation. Least 

squares methods provide a powerful tool by monitoring the parameter cstimates 

online [ 6 ] .  More recently, techniques relying on parit!: equations for residual 

generation have also been developed. [ y ]  & [XI. Parity equalions are obtained by 

rcarranging or transforming the input-output models, which are relatively easy to 

generate from on-line process dam and are easy t o  use. All of the popular residual 

generation methods are discussed in this section. 

2.5.1 Diagnostic observers for dynamic systems 

The main concern of observer-based FDD is the generation of a set of residuals from 

which different faults can be detected and uniquely diagnosed. These residuals should 

be robust in the sense that the decisions are not corrupted by such unknown inputs as 

unstructured uncertainties like process and measurement noise and modelling 

uncertainties. The method develops a set of observers, each one ofwhich is sensitive 

to a subset of I'jults \vliilc insensitive 10 the remaining faults and thc unknown inputs. 

The extra degrees of freedom resulting from measurement and model redundancy 

make it possible to build such observers. The basic idea is that in a fault-free casc, the 

obscnws track the process closely and the residuals from the unknown inputs will be 

small. If a fault occurs. all o b s e ~ ~ c r s  \vhicli 21-c made insensiti\.c to the fault by design 

continue to develop small rcsiduals that only rcflcct the unknown inputs. On the othel- 

hand, observers which are sensitive to the fault will deviate significantly from the 

process and result i n  residuals of large magnitude. The set of observers is so designed 

that the  residuals from t hesc o bseners result i n  a distinct residual p attem for each 

fdu l t .  which makes the fault isolation possible. Unique fault signature is guaranteed by 

dcsign \vhere the obscrvcrs shon  co~nplete fault dccouplin~ and invariance to 

unknown disturbances while being independent of thc lault tnodcs and nature of 

disturbances. For a detailed discussion on general diagnostic obsencr design for 

linear systems, thc render is referred to Frank ['I]. One important issue to bc noted, as 

pointed out by Frank. is that the observer-based design docs not need the applicatio~~ 

of state estimation theory. instead. only outp~it estimators are needed which are 

generally rcalized as filte1.s. 
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2.5.2 Parity relations 

Parity (or consistency) equations are rearranged variants of the input-output or state- 

space models of the plant [7] & [8]. Primary residuals are formed as the difference 

between the actual plant outputs and those predicted b y the  model. These are  then 

subjected to a linear transfom~ation, to obtain the desired fault-detection and isolation 

properties. The design of parity relations amounts to finding the "residual generator" 

that satisfies the required response properties. Residuals are designed to enhance fault 

isolation, so that they exhibit directional or structural properties in response to 

particular faults. In addition. the residuals need to possess certain dynamic 

characteristics, for the desired transient behaviour and noise filtering. With parity 

relation design, these specifications are explicit, compensating only to satisfy 

causality and stability of the residual generator. 

2.5.3 Extended Kalman filters 

Kalman filtering is an established technology for dynamic system state estimation that 

is in common use in many fields including: target tracking, global positioning, 

dynamic systems control, navigation, and communication. [lo]. The Kalman filter 

comprises a set of recursive equations that are repeatedly evaluated as thc system 

operates. These equations will not be dil-ectly derived here; rather, one hopes that the 

following discussion will aid intuition inlo the method's workings. The reader is 

referred to the original reference papers [ lo]  & [ I  11 for further derivation details. 

Very generally, any causal dynamic system generates its outputs as some function of 

the past and present inputs. It is often also convenient to think of the system as having 

a state vector (which may not bc directly measurable) where the state surnrnarizcs the 

effect of all past inputs on the system. Present system output may be computed with 

present input and present state only; past input values need not be stored. 

11 has been shown that a bank of Kalman filters designed on the basis of all the 

available possible system models undcr all possible changes can be used for the 

isolation purpose [ lo] .  Fathi. Ramircz. and Korhiez [12] included adaptive analytical 

redundancy models in the diagnostic reasoning loop of knowledge based systems. Thc 

modified extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used in designing local detection filters in 

their work. 
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2.6 Qualitative model-based methods 

An expert system i s a computer p rogram that m imics the  cognitive b ehaviour o f a  

human expert solving problems in a particular domain. [13]. I t  consists of a 

knowledge base. essentially a large set of if-then-else rules and an inference engine 

which searches through the knowledge base to deri\.e conclusions from given facts. 

.Also. the tree of these if-then-else clauses gro\vs rapidly with the beha\,ioural 

complexity of the system. The problem with this kind of knowledge representation is 

that it does not have any understanding of the underlying physics of the system, and 

therefore fails in cases where a new condition is encountered that is not defined in the 

knowledge base. Therefore, this kind of knowledge is referred to as 'shallow' since it 

does not ha\e a deep, fundamental understanding of the system. 

In symbolic reasoning. one often addressss three different kinds of reasoning. They 

are adductive, inductive and default I-easonings. Adduction is the generation of a 

hypothetical explanation (or cause) for \vhat has been observed. Unlike simple logical 

deduction, one can get more than one answer in addnclive reasoning. Since there is no 

general way to decide between alternatives, the best one can do is to find a hypothesis 

that is most probable. Thus adduction can be thought of as reasoning where one 

weighs the evidence in the presence of uncertainty. Searching for the cause of an 

abnormality in a process system is thus an adductive reasoning. In addition, adduction 

also provides explanations of how the cause could have resulted in the abnormality 

observed. Such a lacility is useful in providing decision support to plant operators. 

Thc use of knowledge I-epresentalion matters a great dcal in dctennining the 

computational effoi?. Lfodel based reasoning allows Sor efficient bottom-up adduction 

by suggesting proper rules to check. The efficiency of such bottom-up search in 

adduction is considerahlr [14] 

Early work in learning concentrated on systems for pattern classiiication and game 

playing. [14]. Ind~~c t ive  learning is the classification of a set of experiences into 

categories or concepts. Inductive learning is performed when one generalizes or 

specializes a concept detinition leanicd so that it includes all experiences that belons 

to that concept and excludes those that do not. A clear dc f in ihn  of a concept or 

category is rarely simple b e c a ~ ~ s e  of the gen t  variety of erpzricnccs and uncertainty 
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(noisy data or observations). For this reason, one prefers an adaptive learning schcme. 

An example of an adaptive learning scheme is failure-driven learning. Failure-driven 

leaming is refining a concept from failures of expectations as one has related 

experiences. The failure of heuristic judgment in detecting a source of malfunction in 

fault diagnosis can trigger a cliangc in the knowledge or rule that results in the 

jud-pent [ l j ] .  Experiences with ab~ionnalitics in aplant can he used to generate n ~ l c s  

that relate a set of ohscrvations with spec~tic causes. One can refine this experiential 

knowledge over time by generalizing to succcssf~~l  cases not covered and specializing 

when exceptions are noticed. 

Frequently default assumptions are made on the values of various quantities being 

manipulated. This i s  done with the  i ntcntion o fal lowing specific reasons for other 

values to override the current values, or for rejecting the default if it leads to an 

inconsistency, A fundamental feature of default reasoning is that it is non-monotonic. 

In traditional logic, once a fact is deduced, i t  is considered to remain true for the rest 

of the reasoning. This is what one means by monotonic. However, as new evidence 

arises, o n e  o ftcn n ccds t o  revise t he deduced facts t o  m aintain 1 ogical c onslstency. 

Such a reasoning where retraction of deductions is allowed is non-monotonic. Default 

reasoning or non-monotonic reasoning is an invaluable tool in dealing with situations 

where all the information is not available at a time or if one has to reason about many, 

probably inconsistent, cases simultaneously. 

The need for a r casoning tool which can qualitatively m ode1 a system, capture the 

causal stnlclure of the system in a rnorc profound manner than the conventional 

expert systems and yet be not as rigid in nature ss  numeric simulation led to thc 

development of many methodologies to qualitatively represent knowledge, and to 

reason from them. I n  this section wc will discuss these various forms of qualitative 

knowledge. 

2.6.1 Digraphs based causal models 

Diagnosis is, in a sense. the inverse of simulation. Simulation is concerned with the 

derivation of the behaviour of tllc process given its structural and functiolial aspects. 

Diagnosis, on the other hand, is concerned with dcducing structure from the 
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hehaviou~-. This kind of deduction needs reasoning about the cause and effect 

relationships in the process. In the evidential reasonit~g approach to diagnosis, 

heuristic information in the form of resultant rules is ~tsed.  The underlying cause- 

effect relationships of the process are implicit in this form of reasoning. [15]. 

Cause-effect relations or models can bc represented in the form of signed digraphs 

(SDG). A digraph is a graph \vith directed arcs between the nodes while SDG arcs 

have a positive or negative sign attached to them. Directed arcs lead from CAUSE 

nodes to EFFECT nodes. Each node corresponds to thc deviation from the steady state 

of a variable. SDGs have nodes which represent cvents or variables and edges which 

represent the relationship between the nodcs. They are much more compact than tiuth 

tables, decision tables, o r  finite state m odels. T o  understand digraphs, consider the  

tank of Figure 5.a. wherc FI  is the inlet flow, F: is the outlet flow, and Z is the height 

of the liquid in a tank. The equations that rcprcsent this system are: 

a. Basic flow tank b. Diagraph for a simple tank 
Figure 5.  Signed digraph example 

A corresponding digraph is given in Fisure 5.b. The figure can be read as follows: an 

external changc causes the flow rate FI  to change; this causes a change in the liquid 

Ievcl in the tank (dZ and Z), this in turn causes the outlet flow rate Fl to changc and 

this in turn causes the liquid level to change (a feedback loop here). The s i g s  in 111s 

arcs represent the direction of change, in a general situation. the arcs may he event 

dependent, i.e., the relationship betwccn two cvents or vwiahles may be dcpcndent on 

othel- events or variahlcs in the system. SDGs provide a very efficient way of 
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representing qualitative models graphically. There are mainly three kinds of nodes in 

a lypical SDG representing a process: 

; Those with only output arcs from them that represent basic fault variables 

which change independently; 

i Those which have both input and output arcs, called process variables and 

+ Those with input arcs only, described as output variabies. They do not affcct 

any other variable. 

SDGs have been the most widely used form of causal knowledse for process fault 

diagnosis. Hence this review describes the important contributions to the field of SDG 

representation. But first, definitions of terms used in digraph analysis are in order. A 

subset of a digraph is called a strongly connected component (SCC). if every node of 

can be reached from every other node of this subset. Maximal strongly connected 

component (MSCC) in a digraph is a SCC with no input arcs. ki, Aohi. O'Shima, and 

Matsuyama [I61 were the first to use SDG for fault diagnosis. SDG can be obtained 

either from the mathematical model of the underlying process or from the operational 

data (operator's experience). From SDG, they derive what is called a cause-effect 

graph (CE-graph). The CE-graph consists of only valid nodcs (nodcs which are 

abnormal) and consistent arcs. Consisten! arcs are the arcs which potentially explain 

local propagation of the fault and hence the observed symptom or pattern. Only valid 

nodes are considered because nodes which are normal do not provide m y  path from 

sensor nodes to the fault nodes. Sign of nodes in a SDG constitutes a pattcm. When 

the sign of some of the nodes is not kno\\n. then the pattern is called a partial pattcm. 

In a typical process, all the process variables are not usually measured. When somc of 

the nodes show abnorniality. a CE graph lvith par-tial pattern (known as quasi-CE 

graph) is considered for diagnosis. The sign of thc unmeasured nodes is assumed 

sequentially and the quasi-CE graph is espanded. .-\I1 possible MSCCs are identified 

as polmticil fault nodes b! prop3gation throu@~ the  CE graph When colnbinatorial 

search space for the sign of un~ncasured nodes is crhausted, thc diagnostic reasoning 

stops. Thel-e arc some limitations imposed by difficulties in automation (or 

niodularity) and the amount of quantitative infonilation required in gencrating 

concealed cquations. These types of confluences are sometinies callcd non-causal 

confluences because. in general. alghraic equations are unable to represent causality 

explicitl). 1171. 
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2.6.2 Decision trees 

Decision trees are used in analyzing the system reliability and safety. Fault tree 

analysis was originally developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1961. Fault tree 

is a logic tree that propagates primary events or faults to the top level event or a 

hazard. The tree usually has layers of nodes. At each node different logic operations 

like AND and OR are performed for propagation. [18]. 

Decision trees are statistical models designed for supervised prediction problems. 

Supervised prediction is a generic term that encompasses many similar tasks such as 

predictive modelling, pattern recognition, multiple regression, multivariate function 

estimation, and supervised machine learning. In supervised prediction, a set of input 

variables (predictors) is used to predict the value of a target variable. The mapping of 

the inputs to the target is a predictive model. The data used to estimate a predictive 

model are a set of cases (observations, examples) consisting of values of the inputs 

and target. The fitted model is typically applied to new cases where the target is 

unknown. 

A decision tree is so called because the predictive model can be represented in a tree- 

like structure. A decision tree is read from top-down starting at the root node. Each 

internal node represents a split based on the values of one of the inputs. The inputs 

can appear in any number of splits throughout the tree. Cases move down the branch 

that contains its input value. In a binary tree with interval inputs, each internal node is 

a simple inequality. A case moves leA if the inequality is true and right if it is 

othenvise. The terminal nodes of the tree are called leaves. The leaves represent the 

predicted target. All cases reaching a particular leaf are given the same predicted 

value. When the target is categorical, the model is a called a classification tree. The 

leaves give the predicted class as well as the probability of class membership. 

The leaves of the decision tree partition the input space into rectilinear regions. The 

predicted target has a different constant value in each partition. Consequently, the 

fitted regression-model is a multivariate step function. The surface is piecewise 

constant and not joined continuously at the boundaries. It is capable of modeling 
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nonlinear trends. A classification tree can be thought of as several multivariate step 

functions. Each function corresponds to the probability of a target class. 

2.6.3 Qualitative physics 

One approach in qualitative physics is the derivation of qualitative behaviour from the 

ordinary differential equations (ODEs). These qualitative behaviours for different 

failures can be used as a knowledge source. Sacks [19] examines piece-wise linear 

approximations of nonlinear differential equations through the use of a qualitative 

mathematical reasoner to deduce the qualitative properties of the system. Kuipers [20] 

predicts qualitative behaviour by using qualitative differential equations (QDEs) that 

are an abstraction of the ODEs that represent the state of the system. The goals of 

these methodologies are to reason from qualitative physical and equational 

descriptions to qualitative behavioural descriptions and to provide explanations of 

behaviour based on process observations and system description. The advantage of 

these qualitative simulators is their ability to yield partial conclusions from 

incomplete and often uncertain knowledge of the process. Each of the above theories 

start from a description of the physical mechanism, construct a model, and then use an 

algorithm so as to determine all of the behaviours of the system without precise 

knowledge of the parameters and functional relationships. De Kleer and Brown [21] 

emphasize modelling individual physical components and deriving the behaviour of a 

system of these components by using their connectivity to constrain the behaviour of 

the overall system. The qualitative simulation function (QSIM) as proposed by 

Kuipers [20] involves specifying a constraint model of the physical process in terms 

of qualitative versions of mathematical relationships such as addition, multiplication, 

and differentiation. The variables used in modelling the physical system should satisfy 

these qualitative mathematical constraints. The resulting structure represents a 

qualitative abstraction of an ODE, or a QDE that models the process. In terms of 

applications o f  q ualitative models i n  fault diagnosis, Q SIM and qualitative process 

theory (QPT) have been the popular approaches and these approaches will now be 

reviewed in some detail. 

Conventionally, physical systems in science and engineering are modelled using 

differential equations, which are solved, either analytically or numerically to yield 
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functions that represent the system behaviour. Similarly, qualitative models represent 

an abstraction of the real physical system, and in terms of qualitative constraints, 

capture the information about the system. These qualitative models are 'solved' to get 

the qualitative behavioural description of the system. The QSIM representation and 

simulation algorithm allow one to reason mathematically about the description. 

Qualitative simulation of a physical system by QSIM starts with a set of constraints 

modelling the structure of the process and its initial state and produces the 

visualization - a graph consisting of all the possible future states of the system. Every 

path from the node to the root in the graph corresponds to a possible behaviour of the 

system. The constraint model is a set of symbols representing the process variables, 

and a set of constraints on how these variables may be related to each other. The 

constraints allow one to express the simple mathematical relationships between the 

variables such as addition, multiplication and differentiation. 

The fact that the variables in the qualitative simulation are continuously differentiable 

real-valued functions allows us to apply the mean value theorem, and restricts the 

possible transitions from a given qualitative description of state. The simulation starts 

with the initial state, generates all possible transitions that are allowed, and then 

employs the constraints to check which of the transitions are allowed by them. These 

transitions are then further filtered using global filters that detect whether a steady 

state has been reached, or a cyclic behaviour is attained. Thus the successor state is 

obtained. If the possible successor states are more than one, the simulation branches, 

and a tree of qualitative behavioural descriptions is obtained. 

A powerful feature of the QSIM algorithm is the ability to reason about the dynamic 

behaviour of a system rather than about just the steady state behaviour. To generate 

the behavioural description, the QSIM algorithm requires the structural description of 

the system in terms of the set of qualitative constraints, and the initial state of the 

system. 
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2.7 Process history-based methods 

All model-based FDD approaches require some form of before-hand information 

about the process. The previous sections showed that this apnori knowledge could be 

either quantitative or qualitative. In contrast to these model-based methods, process 

history-based methods are built from large sums of historical process data. Through 

feature extraction the historical data are transformed into some or other representation 

of apriori knowledge. This extraction process can be either qualitative or quantitative 

in nature. Two of the major methods that extract qualitative history information are 

the expert systems and trend modelling methods. Methods that extract quantitative 

information can be broadly classified as non-statistical or statistical methods. Neural 

networks are an important class of non-statistical classifiers. Principal component 

analysis (PCA), partial least squares (PLS) and statistical pattern classifiers form a 

major component of statistical feature extraction methods. [22] 

2.7.1 Expert systems 

Rule-based feature extraction has been widely used in expert systems for many 

applications. An expert system is generally a very specialized system that solves 

problems in a narrow domain of expertise. The main components in an expert system 

development include: knowledge acquisition, choice of knowledge representation, the 

coding of knowledge in a knowledge base, the development of inference procedures 

for diagnostic reasoning and the development of input-output interfaces. The main 

advantages in the development of expert systems for diagnostic problem-solving are: 

ease of development, transparent reasoning, the ability to reason under uncertainty, 

and the ability to provide explanations for the solutions provided. [13]. 

As an example of an expert system, consider fuzzy logic since it is conceptually easy 

to understand. Most of the development and employment with fuzzy logic was done 

in the early nineties when the need to incorporate linguistic information into control 

systems arose [23]. Fuzzy logic is based on natural language with sets of IF-THEN 

rules that can be built on the experience of experts. Further it is described as a flexible 

system that is tolerant of imprecise data. Fuzzy logic can model nonlinear functions of 

arbitrary complexity and thus is considered a universal approximator. [24]. 
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The basic configuration of a fuzzy logic system is shown in Figure 6. Although the 

fuzzifier and defuzzifier are not part of a pure fuzzy logic system, hardly any real- 

valued application can be performed without it. The fuzzifier and defuzzifier maps 

crisp points to fuzzy sets and back again. One fuzzy set is an IF-THEN rule of the 

form: 

R"' : IF x, is 4' and ... and xn is F"', THEN y is G' 

where E;' and  a are fuzzy sets, x = (x,,. . . , x " ) ~  E U and y E V are input and output 

linguistic variables, respectively, and I = 1,2,. . . , M. Each fuzzy IF-THEN rule defines 

fuzzy set F,'x...xF,'+G' . These IF-THEN rules provide a convenient frame to 

incorporate human expert knowledge. Wang [23] describes numerous mathematical 

methods to import the rule base into the fuzzy inference engine of figure xx, the most 

popular being the sub-star composition. In short: within each fuzzy set the product of 

the input vector, x , fires the output, y' from GI, the output of the inference engine is 

the sum or max of y ' ,  with 1 = 1,2,. . ., M. 

Fuuifier Defuuifier 

Fuuy  Inference 

fuzzy Engine fuzzy 
set in U set in V 

Figure 6. Basic configuration of a fuzzy logic system 1231 

IF-THEN rules do not need to be formed from human expert data; various training 

algorithms have been developed for this purpose. [24]. Thus fuzzy logic can be 

considered as a process history based FDD method as well. 

There are a number of other papers that discuss specific applications of expert 

systems for fault diagnosis. However, in all the applications, the limitations of an 

expert system approach are obvious. Knowledge-based systems developed from 

expert rules are very system specific, their representation power is quite limited, and 

they are difficult to update. The advantage though is the ease of development and 

transparent reasoning. [I 51. 
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2.7.2 Qualitative trend analysis (QTA) 

A second approach to qualitative feature extraction is the abstraction of trend 

information. Trend analysis and predictions are important components of process 

monitoring and supervisory control. Trend modeling can be used to explain the 

various important events happening in the process, to do malfunction diagnostics and 

to predict future states. From a procedural perspective, in order to obtain a signal 

trend not too susceptible to momentary variations due to noise, some kind of filtering 

needs to be employed. For example, time series representations assume, beforehand, 

certain behaviour as they are identified using a known process behaviour. 

Alternatively, one may simply use a filter with specifically calculated filter 

coefficients (optimizing the required degree of smoothing). Filters suffer from the 

drawback that they cannot distinguish well between a transient and true instability 

[25]. The essential qualitative characters might be distorted by these filters. Avoiding 

this problem requires that the trend be viewed from different time scales or different 

levels of abstraction. Qualitative abstraction allows for a compact representation of 

the trend by representing only the significant events. For tasks such as diagnosis, 

qualitative trend representation often provides valuable information that facilitates 

reasoning about the process behaviour. In the majority of cases, process malfunctions 

leave a distinct trend in the sensors monitored. These distinct trends can be suitably 

utilized in identifying the underlying abnormality in the process. Thus, a suitable 

classification and analysis of process trends can detect the fault earlier and lead to 

quick control. 

Multilevel abstraction of important events in a process trend is possible through scale- 

space filtering through the use of a bank of filters, each sensitive to certain localized 

region in the time-frequency domain [26].  There are two underlying ideas in the use 

of multilevel abstraction of process trends: (a) changes in trends occur at different 

scales and their optimal detection requires the use of filters or operators of different 

sizes, and (b) a sudden change will give rise to a peak or trough in the first derivative, 

or equivalently, to a zero-crossing in the second derivative. The interest in zero- 

crossings stems from the fact that they are very rich in information on the changes in a 

trend. This leads one to search for filters with two salient characteristics. First, it 

should be a differential operator, taking first, second or higher-order derivatives of the 
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function. Second, it should be capable of being tuned to any desirable scale, so that 

filters with small scale c apture gradual change in the trend. A n  example o f s uch a 

filter that has been extensively used in image processing is the Gaussian filter [26]. 

The main problem with a Gaussian filter is that the representation is highly redundant 

and the computational time for the filters might become prohibitive. 

2.7.3 Statistical feature extraction from process data 

In real process operations, one is faced with the problem of dealing with systems 

subject to random disturbances. In contrast to deterministic systems, the future state of 

stochastic systems i s  not completely determined b y  the past and present states and 

future control actions. The measurements are considered to be statistical time series - 

a single realization of an underlying stochastic process. Since the systems are under 

random influences, it is reasonable or sometimes necessary to fomiulate the systems 

in a probabilistic setting. When the process is under control, the observations signal 

probability distributions corresponding to the normal mode of operation. The 

underlying distributions change when the process is out of control. In general, 

probability distributions are characterized by their parameters when a parametric 

approach is used. For instance, if the underlying distribution of a monitored variable 

is normal, then the parameters of interest are the values of its mean and the standard 

deviation. Under faulty conditions, either the mean or the standard deviation may 

deviate from their nominal values. A composite change can occur as well. 

Accordingly, fault diagnosis can be stated as the problem of detecting changes in the 

parameters o f  a static o r  d ynamic stochastic system. B asseville and Nikiforov [27] 

present the design of on-line change detection algorithms and an analysis of their 

performance under a unified framework. Both the Bayesian and the non-Bayesian 

approaches are discussed therein. 

In on-line statistical approach, samples are taken sequentially and decisions are made 

based o n  the observations u p  t o  the current time. If t he decision i s  made from the 

values of observations directly, observations x( t )  = [x ,  ( t ) ,  x,(t), . . ., x, ( t ) ] '  6 R,, where 

R, is the so-called stopping region in statistics, it is concluded that there is a change in 
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the process. More often a statistic g(t ), a function of observation x(t ), is designed and 

the decision is made according to the comparison of g(t ) with some threshold value c. 

This idea can be translated into a 'stopping rule' problem with a standard form: 

r = inf{t 2 1; g(t )  t c} .  

r is the greatest lower bound, i.e., the first time when g(t ) is greater than c. In on-line 

detection, it is desirable to detect the change as soon as it occurs, i.e., to detect it at the 

first time when x ( t )  E R, org(t) 2 c . Thus, the fault (change) detection amounts to the 

design of the trigger rules or proper choices of statistic g(t) and threshold c. Obviously 

a good detector must be sensitive to change. However, the sensitivity to the process 

noise usually increases along with the sensitivity to real change. In other words, as the 

failure and delay of the detection decrease, the number of false alarms tend to 

increase, which is certainly undesirable. A good design is usually defined as one 

which will minimize the failure and delay at a fixed false alarm rate. 

Quality control represents one of the earliest attempts of using statistics in on-line 

monitoring and change detection. Control charts approach is based on the assumption 

that a process subject to its natural variability will remain in a state of statistical 

control under which certain process variables remain close to their desired values. 

Therefore, by monitoring the performance of a process over time, abnormal events 

can be detected as soon as they occur. If the causes of such events can be diagnosed 

and the problem can be corrected, the process is driven back to its normal operation. 

2.7.4 Neural networks 

Fault detection and diagnosis using neural networks are achieved by exploiting their 

non-linear pattern classification properties. There are certain requirements that a 

neural net-based classifier has to meet for successful fault diagnosis applications. 

When the measurement patterns are presented, the classifier should be capable of 

providing one of the following decisions [29]: 

P Normal: From a definition of normal process operation, through the 

specification of training patterns corresponding to the normal process 

behaviour, the network should be able to determine that no fault has occurred. 
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This is essential to avoid unnecessary alarms due to process and measurement 

noise. 

P Abnormal and known fault: If the observation pattern falls in the proximity 

of the training patterns of a particular fault class, then that fault should be 

presented. 

P Abnormal and unknown fault: When the observation pattern falls far from 

the training patterns, the network should be able to say that abnormal 

behaviour has occurred but that it cannot determine the class to which the 

pattern belongs. This is crucial because it is not possible to determine 

beforehand all the faults that are possible in the process plant. This guarantees 

that the network would not announce a known fault class, when the actual 

fault that occurred is an unknown fault class. 

Thus, the network should be able to perform reasonable generalizations when the 

input pattems are in the proximity of known fault classes or the normal region, and 

avoid faulty generalizations when the measurement pattems fall far outside the known 

fault classes. [28] 

The diagnostic ability of a neural net depends upon the discrimination of decision 

regions corresponding to various fault classes in the measurement space. A fault space 

is defined as the region spanned by the measurement data from the various sensors in 

a process. I t  turns out that in most fault diagnosis problems, the fault classes form 

tightly bounded regions in the measurement space. The activation functions in the 

input layer carve the measurement space into various regions and make them 

correspond to the different fault classes. The decision regions do not tightly enclose 

the fault classes, thus leading to erroneous generalizations when the input patterns are 

far away from the training patterns. Thus, the classification is not robust. [29].  

In chapter 4 of this dissertation neural network theory is discussed and used. Back- 

propagation neural networks are used to model some systems and, in combination 

with observers described in section 2.5.1, fornl the backbone of an FDD system. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3 HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR-CONDITIONING 

The goal of chapter 3 is to provide the reader with an overview of heating, ventilating 

and air conditioning (HVAC). This includes a list of the common faults encountered 

in HVAC equipment and different techniques to detect and diagnose these 

malfunctions. 

It is not the intention of this research to investigate all possible faults, but rather to 

provide principals which may be applied to isolate and identify a wide variety of 

faults. To achieve this generic transfer functions will be used as well as some 

simulated HVAC systems. 

From first principals a model of a single-loop air control system is built. The purpose 

of this model is to introduce failures on which FID can be performed. FID strategies 

on HVAC equipment are studied and the focus for the remainder of the dissertation is 

set on artificial neural networks (ANN). 
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3.1 HVAC fundamentals 

The main purpose of the commercial HVAC (heating, ventilating, and air 

conditioning) system is to provide the people working inside buildings with 

'conditioned' air so that they will have a comfortable and safe work environment. 

Conditioned air means that air is clean and odorless and the temperature, humidity, 

and movement of the air are within certain comfort ranges. [ I]  

Due to the warm climate in South Africa and the target of this dissertation, these 

sections focus mainly on the cooling aspect of HVAC. In this particular study 

telecommunication exchange equipment needs to be operated in a controlled climate 

inside the exchange building. Starting from the fundamentals, the text leads to the 

modeling of a basic air conditioning system. 

3.1.1 Fundamental cooling cycle 

Any cooling system consists of at least three basic blocks. Figure 7 is a schematic 

representation of an elementary cooling system. [I]. Practically, these functions can 

be implemented by various mechanical methods. 

Figure 7. Mechanical cooling cycle 

The cooling load Q, in the conditioned space is a combination of internal and external 

loads, such as equipment, people, lights and solar heating. This is usually removed by 

circulating air through the space, where the entering air has a lower temperature and 

humidity than the desired space condition. The air offsets the cooling load by 

increasing its temperature and humidity to equal that of the space and then returns it 

to the air-handling unit (AHU), where it is re-cooled and dehumidified. Though 

dehumidification is not an essential part of the cooling cycle, it usually occurs. Most 

spaces require some ventilation (outside) air, which is mixed with the return air at the 

AHU. This imposes an additional cooling load Q,. If the outside enthalpy is less than 
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the space enthalpy, Q, will be negative and the cycle gains some "free cooling". Work 

energy Q, is required to circulate the air. This work, usually an electric motor driven 

fan, becomes part of the cooling load. The heat rejection equipment, mostly a 

refrigeration system, introduces an additional load Q,. Q, is mainly a build-up from 

pumping fluids, driving refrigeration machines and condensers or cooling towers. 

Thus, the target of the heat rejection equipment is to remove the total load, 

represented by Q, + Q, + Q, + Q,. These work portions are parasitical. They 

contribute additional heat which must be removed, reducing the overall system 

efficiency. Ultimately all this heat energy is dumped in a heat sink -sometimes water, 

most often atmospheric air. 

3.1.2 Mechanical two-phase refrigeration cycle 

A refrigeration cycle is a means of transferring heat from some place where it is not 

wanted (heat source) to another place where it can be disposed of (heat sink). The 

necessary components of this cycle are [I]: 

P At least two heat exchangers, one for the source and one for the sink 

> A refrigerant 

> A conduit for conveying the refrigerant 

> Energy to move the heat through the system 

Figure 8. Two-phase mechanical refrigeration cycle [I] 
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The most common cooling source in HVAC is mechanical two-phase refrigeration. In 

such a cycle, presented in Figure 8 a compressor is used to raise the pressure of the 

refrigerant gas. This requires work energy Q ,  from an electric motor and increase the 

temperature of the gas. At the condenser the heat is transferred to a heat sink when the 

refrigerant is liquefied. The high pressure liquid is passed through a pressure reducing 

device to the evaporator. At a lower pressure the liquid evaporates, removing the heat 

of vaporization from its surroundings. This qualifies the evaporator as the heat source 

Q, in the cycle. The cold vapour is then returned to the compressor to be recycled. 

Thus the heat removed in the condenser is the sum of Q, + Q,v. To measure the 

effectiveness of a two-phase refrigerator we use its coefficient of perfomlance given 

by Q J Q w .  

3.1.3 Chillers 

The previous section described the interactions between the different components of 

the common cooling machine. In practice, the term, chiller, is used to describe the 

complete package that includes a compressor, condenser, evaporator, internal piping 

and controls. In the case of liquid chillers, the evaporator is by far the largest 

component and is often referred to as the chiller. These chillers consist of a shell, 

which houses the water or brine, and some tubes through which the refrigerant run. 

The chilled water or brine is pumped through to the cooling coils in the air handling 

units (AHU) [I]. The AHU is described in the following section. 

An elementary chiller plant with multiple cooling coils is shown in Figure 9. 

According to Heines [ I ] ,  this is by far the most sufficient design as chillers require a 

constant flow rate in the brine. Once the work load becomes too large for a single 

chiller, more chillers are placed in parallel. This calls for additional strainers and 

pumps in the pipe work to ensure that each chiller is supplied with the needed flow. 

As more components are added, more gaps for energy loss are created. 
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Chiller ................................................... 
I 

3.1.4 A simple air conditioning system 

With most HVAC systems the goal is to maintain some volume at preferred comfo~t 

level. This comfort is influenced by numerous factors. including the temperature, 

humidity and airflow through the volume. The volume, whether i t  is a room or a 

whole buildins. is considered a pressurized space since fresh air is pumped in to 

replace thc old air. Usually. the air retnoved from tlie space is considered to be more 

comfottable than tlie outside air. thus 90°h is recycled tl?rough the air conditioniny 

system. The hardware responsible for this process is an air handling unit (AHU) as 

shown in Figure 10. 

Tile AHLI of Figure 10 receives a misture of outside air and recycled air. The air is 

filtcred and sucked through c~tlier a heating or cooling coil dcpend~ng o n  llie 

ternperatwe requirements. I'he supply fa11 thereafter hlo~vs the conditioned :iir into thc 

pressurized space. [ I ]  
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Figure 10. Air handling unit [I] 

In the case where the AHU supplies more than one room, as in Figure 1 1 ,  the 

conditioned air is transferred via a ducting network. To serve each room equally, the 

pressure through out the ducting should be the same. Pressure is regulated by 

controlled dampers within the ducting. I n  the following section the controlling of 

these dampers are discussed, 
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Figure 11. Schematic of an air movement unit [ I )  
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3.2 Qualitative physics models of HVAC equipment 

In section 2.6.3 qualitative physical models have been discussed. The fundamental 

assumption behind model based reasoning, according to Throop [ 2 ] ,  is the notion that 

if the model is correct, all the discrepancies between the prediction and the observed 

outcome arise from defects inside the equipment. He continues that each fault in the 

mechanism corresponds to some fault in an individual component. 

In this section, the focus is on how some HVAC elements are broken down into 

physical models and are described with equations. Some simulation tools and 

programs on this topic are available in a variety of literature. Most of these, like 

Throop [2], model HVAC elements with first order differential equations or linear 

equations. 

H-Tools is a library of Matlab Simulink models, specially constructed for the thermal 

system analysis in building physics. In the H-tools manual [3] there are two main 

models, representing the most frequent objects of interest: a construction (wall or 

window) as a layered structure of different building materials, and a zone (ventilated 

space), which is enclosed by the building envelope. Construction models provide 

detailed calculations of the thermal state of each component in the structure, 

according to the surrounding boundary conditions. The thermal state of the zone is 

detern~ined by the heat gains through the building envelope and through applied 

HVAC systems and internal gains. additional components presented by the models of 

the same name. Direct coupling between the construction element and the surrounding 

air (outdoorslindoors climate, ventilated space) is accomplished by outdoor and 

indoor surface conditions - models for heat balance at the wall boundaries. 

Using H-tools requires that each different material item be supplied with its own 

block. This means, for example, that a basic wall is built from 3 blocks, the outer 

concrete layer, the brick layer and the inner concrete layer. Simulating a whole 

building could require an extensive amount of block. But, as all of the components in 

H-tools - referred to in the documentation - are built from first order or linear 

equations, the underlying mathematics remains feasible. 
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Athienitis [4] built a standard model structure for control loops. Although this 

structure (Figure 12) is mainly used for thermal analysis in buildings, it can be easily 

exported to other HVAC systems as the example below will illustrate. 

External '7 

Figure 12. Standerd control loop for HVAC systems 141 

- 1 

Element 
HVAC 
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In his paper, Athienitis built equations to model temperature losses through the walls 

to supply the area transfer block of Figure 12. This was needed to calculate the 

controllers' parameters. He then states that controller tuning are usually done on-site, 

for most system parameters such as thermal losses are considered unknown. 

3.2.1 Example of a single-loop air control 

output 

Figure 14 is a break down of a single-loop air control system of Figure 13, into the 

sub-systems that interact to maintain the down-stream pressure. The physical 

components, for instance the damper actuator, are each modelled mdividually from 

ground principals. 
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Figure 13. Static pressure control loop 
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Figure 14. Block diagram of a single-loop air control system 
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No informatior on the intel-actions between components is included in these low-level 

models. The diffcrent components can be linked together to cotnplete the model of the 

whole system. [4] 

Watton, Marcks and Solem 161 have built the model of Figure 14 into matlah 

si~nulink. Within the simulitik model of Figure 15  [he physical relations of the 

individual components of Figure 14 can be seen. Furthcr into this dissertation, the 

simulink model is used to capture failure data for fault identification and diagmsis. 

Notice here as well that all the components are modelled with 1" order tt-ansfer 

functions. 
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3.3 Fault detection and diagnosis on HVAC 

lsermann 171 presents the application of FDD techniques as a series of four steps 

termed ..process supervision", which is a good reference model for describing many 

of the FDD methods that have been developed for cooling equipment. Figure 16 

shows the four-step process applied to HVAC equipment. The first step is fault 

detection, in which a fault is indicated when the performance of a monitored system 

has deviated from expectation. The second step. diagnosis, determines which 

malfunctioning component is causing the fault. Following diagnosis, fault evaluation 

assesses the impact of the fault on system performance. Finally, a decision is made on 

how to react to the fault. This is usually a choice between tolerating the fault, 

repairing it as soon as possible, adapting the control, or stopping operation until repair 

is complete 

Figure 16. Supervision of HVAC equipment 

Fault 
detection 

Measurements + 

In each of these steps, i t  is necessary to define criteria or thresholds for establishing 

HVAC 
EQUIPMENT 

appropriate outputs. The outputs wouid be 'fault' or 'no fault' for fault detection, the 

type of fault for diagnosis, and 'repair' or 'do not repair' for the fault evaluation step. 

Fault 
diagnosis 

In some methods, fault detection and diagnostics are combined into one step. In this 

4 A - - - - - - - - 

case, the diagnostic tool mcludes "normal operation" as one of the outputs in addition 

to all the fault possibilities. 
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3.3.1 Fault Detection 

Fault detection is accomplished by comparing performance determined from 

measurements with some expectation of performance. If the deviation exceeds a 

threshold, then a fault is indicated. Often this process is divided into two steps: pre- 

processing and classification. The pre-processor takes measurements from sensors and 

manipulates them to generate features for classification. Classifiers then operate on 

the features to determine whether the system contains a fault. [8] 

Simple transformations, characteristic quantities, and models are three types of pre- 

processors that have been employed. Simple transformations involve manipulations of 

the raw data, such as trend generation (i.e., time derivatives). Characteristic quantities 

are features that are computed directly from measurements and are indicative of 

component performance. Examples include overall system efficiencies and heat 

exchanger effectiveness. Model-based pre-processors utilize mathematical models of 

the monitored system to generate features. Model parameters could be learned from 

measurements when the system is operating normally, or determined using physical 

models. [8] 

The features used by the fault detection classifier from a model-based pre-processor 

could be the differences between measured and modelled performance, physical 

parameters of the model (e.g., air-side heat transfer conductance), or characteristic 

quantities that have some dependence on inputs (e.g., compressor efficiency). Both 

physical and black box models have been used for FDD. A black box model provldes 

a mapping between inputs and outputs of a process or system, but does not take into 

account any known physics. Black box models can provide excellent mappings to 

nonlinear behaviour, but require much more data for training than models based upon 

physical laws and may not extrapolate well. Examples of black box models include 

artificial neural networks, polynomials, and autoregressive (AR) models. [9] 

In a broad sense, the fault detection classifier is an expert system. The knowledge 

necessary to make a fault decision can be stored in a number of forms, including a set 

of production rules (i.e. IF-THEN. ELSE rules), a fault tree, and conditional 

probabilities for statist~cal pattern recognition classifiers. Typically, it is necessary to 
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( ie . ,  fault: no fault): the classifier must choose the specific fault iron1 a list of 

possibilitics. However, the diagnostics problem can be reduced to a series of fault 

detection problems through fault isola[ion. 

With fault isolation. fault detection methods are applied to individual components for 

which diagnoses are desired. For instance, condcnscr fouling in an air conditioner 

could be detected by estimating the heat exchanger effectiveness from measurements 

on the condenser. The fmlt is diagnosed as soon as it is detected and no additional 

classification is necessary. Thr disadvantage of fault isolation is the large numher of 

~neasurenients required. The diagnosis of heat exchanger fouling would requir-e 

measurements of all states entering and lea\.ing the heat exchanger. [7j 

Another d~agnostic approach involves comparing physical parameters detem~ined 

froni meisurenients with values representalive of norn~al operation. For instance, heat 

exchanger conductance could be estrtnated from cntering and leaving conditions and 

used to diagiose fouling [ I ] .  Here apain. fault delection and diagnosis are combined 

and no separate diagnostic classification is necessary. 

4 more common diagnostic approach that requires Ccwci- measurements involves the 

use of fanit models. For each type of fault to be diagnosed, a faulI model predicts tiis 

outputs associated with the occurrence of that fault for a current sct of inputs. The 

fault is diagnosed through the use of a classifier that attempts to find the fault model 

with the best reprcsentatio:~ for the current hchavioor. The advantasc of fault 

modelling for diagnosis is that fewer measurements are required. Haitever, i[ is 

ncccssary to have fault models fnr each fault and combinations of Faults to bs 

diagnosed. Statistical pattern reco_enition techniques are often en~ployed ior  finding 

the best matching fault model. H o n e ~ v ,  when sufficient data are available for 

Ird~r~ing. neural network and other black box approaches can learn patterns for nonnal 

and faulty hehaviour and ~ I K J \  idc dircct classilication of raw rneasur-emenis. [?I  

3.3.3 Fault Evaluation and reaction 

Fault evaluation follo\vs h u l l  dcrsction :uld diagnos~s and requircs an evaluaiio~r of 

thc impact o f a  fault on system performance. Without this step, the fault must bscotne 
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obvious enough to justify the expense of servicing the unit. This is the case for many 

"hard" failures, such as broken fan belts or seized compressors. However, fault 

evaluatioi~ is necessary for many performance degradations, such as heat exchanger 

fouling, where the fault could be detected and diagnosed well before the need for 

sen-ice. [ 7 ]  

This dissertation focuses on the detection and ~detitification of faults. The evaluation 

of faults and the maintenance reaction on it remains circ~~ms(antial and is difficult to 

discuss in bl-oad terns .  It largely depends on the company policy and the availabil~ty 

of redundancy in the form of standby units. 

3.4 FID with neural networks on HVAC equipment 

In this section the aim is to motivate that neural networks, especially the multi layer 

pcrceptron, would provide a suitable solution to the detection and identification of 

failures on chillers and other HVAC equipment. By no means would it be the only 

solution. It is, however, necessary to base its nwthiness on some reasoning. 

First this text considers past successes of the applied method, in comparison with that 

of other-s. From this one can also learn what to evpect of the results in testing of the 

theory. 

3.4.1 Literature on chiller FID with multi layer perceptron 

Margaret Bailey [ l o ]  wrotc a thesis on a ncural network FID program. In her research 

the multi layer pcrceptron (MLP) network was trained, using chiller operating data 

collected during both nornial and abnormal operating conditions. The faults 

introduced included reli-igeranr loss and overcharge, oil loss and ovel-chargs. air- 

cooled condenser fouling. and the loss of an air-cooled condenser fan. These failurcs 

\vere chosen as a result of surveys conducted with a chiller ~nanufacturer and chiller 

ser\:icc contractor. 
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Neural networks are particularly suited for modelling highly non-linear processes and 

are also known for their ability to ignore excess data that are of minimal importance 

and conceutrate on more crucial input data. 

Inputs to this FID pt-ogratn were mainly temperature measurements through the 

cooling circuit. These included: chilled water temperature, refrigerant condensing and 

evaporation temperatures, and superheat and sub-cooling temperatures. Power 

consumptions as well as discharge pressure were also input measurements. 

Two independent variables, fault degree and chiller load, were varied to study thc 

following dependcnt variables: energy consumption, chilled water supply 

temperature, superheat and sub-cooling temperatures, suction pressure and discharge 

pressure. .4nothel- approach considered the effects of outdoor air temperature (an 

uneontloll,lble independent \a table)  and ch~ller load on the same dependent 

viiriables. A multiple linear regression model and a non-linear ANN model were used 

to verify that all the independent variables were important in determining the 

dependent variables. Moreover, i t  showed a relation between oiitdool- temperature and 

ch~ller loading. 

Table 1. Results of testing networks nith training, validation and testing data sets 1101 

ANN 

A study was performed to check the accuracy of the NN via a parametric study, 19 

different training programs werc uscd, and among these the best true pcrfonnance was 

Misclassification Rate 

network2 661;; 60% S2% 
network3 I I % 44% 76% 
network4 17?<, 40% -14% 
network5 ! 

i 13% 36% 84?n 
nttwork8 3" , ,  271,) 58%" 
nerhork9 1"o 6" u 2 X ' k  

ncriroth I0 0% 12%, 56% 
nstworkl I Do"  9% 36% 

Configuration Training Data Validation Data Test Data 
network I 7% 2 > /o h9%, ? - 0 )  

network1 2 
network 13 
network1 4 
nmvorkl5 
network1 6 
netwolt 17 

nctnork1Y 

0°6 3'"" ?OO% 
0% 11% 4 7% 
2' 6  
.: I % 
2":, l4(',> 40'4, 
0" 1 O1:L 28?, 
5",,, 2 1 "(6 42% 
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training file 12 with a 0% misclassification rate of the training data, a 3% 

misclassification rate of the validation data. and a 20% misclassification rate of the 

test data. Howevel-, this particular training set achievcd superior results by not using 

anv fan loss data. The results fiom Bailey's \vork arc shown in Table I 

3.4.2 Artificial neural networks 

Lee [ I  I] progammed ANN into a tool Ivhich calculates and normalizes residuals for 

the following components under steady-state operating conditions: 

> Supply air temperature 

P Cooling coil valve position 

> Cooling coil control signal 

i Supply fan speed 

P Return fan speed 

> Supply duct static pressure 

r Volumetric flow difference 

Failures were identificd s~~ccessfully in a laboratory setting when residual valucs 

exceeded a three-sigma (standard de\ intion) threshold. Since the set point value of the 

cooling coil valve is undefined. a different approach for thc calculation of the 

associated residual valut. is necessary. One option is to use the average and standard 

deviation of the previous c o ~ ~ t r o l  signals (c.g., the last 20 time steps) as the reference 

values. T h ~ s  \?arks for dctectiny sudden, abrupt failures in systems with slowly 

varyin: loads. Another option is to use a model of the  cooling coil to predict what the 

control signal should be, given the cul-rent operating conditions. This method allows 

for the dstection of degradation faults, such as coil fouling, but requires the 

de\-eloprnrnt of a model. 

Work on this tool was continued by the authors to include fault diagnosis capabilities 

through the use of artificial neural networks (AIW); however. this work resulted in a 

tool that was specifically tailored to the laborator) environment under which i t  was 

developed. While the rcsults were promising, sucwss in a real building en\iroruncnt 

was not realired due to the time and cost-prohibitive steps necessary to implement the 

tool outside of the laboratory. 
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3.5 HVAC FID with other classifiers 

3.5.1 K-Nearest neighbours and mean square error 

Two classifier desibms were studied by Bailey [ lo ]  to evaluate their performance; 

~hese  classifiers were the non-parametric K-Nearesr Neighbours (KNN) and Mean 

Square E~TOS (MSE) criterion. Depending on how the samples were divided, the 

average miselassification rates of the KNN and MSE classifiers ranged from 25% to 

36% with no significant difference between t h a n .  Therefore, the linear and non- 

parametric classifiers proved to be inadequate for chiller detection and diagnostics. 

These two classifiers were tested to determine which factors significantly affected 

classifier perfo~n~anee.  It was hund  that using transient data resulted in poor 

performance. Moreover, the way in which data were collected in different time 

segnietits was also critical. 

3.5.2 Quantitative models from first principals 

In a comparative study, YLI & Van Paasen [I31 successfully found that both bond 

graphs and matlab sirnulink models could be used for FDD of a HVAC system. The 

paper shows feasible application of both techniques individually but suggests using a 

combination of both. This would give the front-end user access to the advantages of 

either bond graphs or sirnulink models. 

Typical of first principal modelling, this s r d y  required mathematical models of all 

the role-playing elements to be build. For cven the single room air-conditioning 

system studied, this was a tedious process. The sub-models included all the building 

dements used in the room ranging from ceilins materials to window measurements. 

The environment needed to bc studied in precise detail to deduct reasonable models. 

I f  a n  environmental element c hangcs. for instance the  direction in  \v hich t he room 

faces, so rnust the mathematical model change. This reduces the portability of this 

particular FDD system. 
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3.5.3 Fuzzy logic control models 

Fuzzy log~c merits itself on being easy to understand. This makes i t  a perfect 

modelling method for user interfaces where the user doesn't require any knowledge of 

the underlying mechanisms. Kuntre and Bernard [I41 implemented a multi-variable 

climate control system with firzay-based multi-objective optimization. 

The system was commissioned on low-energy houses to coordinate the HVAC where 

the user could specify both the comfort and economy criteria. I h e  writers clairn that it 

would be easy to convert it to other industrial applications 

3.5.4 ARX and AFMM 

Yoshida and Kumar [ I  51 present a niodei bascd n~ethodology for sudden online Fault 

detection in one of the most widely used Vxiable Ail- Volume (VAV) HVAC 

Systems in Commercial and Institutional Buildings. Two models. Auto Regressive 

Exogenous ( K Y )  and Adaptive forgetting through multiple models (AFMM). have 

been trained and validated on data ohtaincd from a real building. The models arc 

trained using normal real timc operational data and validated on data obtained by 

inducing a fault artificially i n  the damper control sub-system under normal operating 

conditions. It may be concluded on the hasis of results obtained that the variation of 

parameters rather than the difference hetutcn the predicted and actual output is more 

prominent and reflective of the sudden fault in the systcm. The M M M  can detect any 

change in the system, i.e., when a f a ~ ~ l t  is nnp!ementcd and when the fault is rectified. 

Both the PLRX and the AFMM models seem quite robust and promising for usc in on- 

line fault detection of the AHU. The adlantage of the technique lies in that it requires 

only a minimal knowledge of the systeni, besides other benefits associaled with black 

box nicidelling. .A potential limitation of the 4 R X  model is that i t  car1 he used for the 

operating period only and requires a Ions period to stabilize its parameters. Therefore. 

i t  cannot cictect consecutive faults at short intervals. On the other hand, the liniilation 

of the AFhlM method seenis to lic i n  the req~iired long \\indo\v Icngth, This may 

prove a handicap in detecting iaults of !esser tnagnltudc tliari those analyxd in tllc 

papcr. In thc present analysis. data were obtained by ignor in~  thc controller s i y a l  and 

keeping one of the VAV dampers tiilly open as if i t  has stuck suddenly. I f  the same 
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damper remains half open due to some fault, the system parameters may not change 

sharply enough so that the fault can be detected and a warning signal can be activated. 

It may he concluded that both methods can be used to supplement each other. Though 

the FDD prototype has been studied and validated by a couple of data bases, it seems 

to be quite robust and promising for an on-line fault detection technique. 

3.6 Motivation to implement ANN models 

Due to the extensive number of factors required for building first principal models, 

and the desire to eliminate the need for 3 costly HVAC expert, a history based 

modelling m ethod should b e  applied. Referring t o  the  study done  i n  chapter 2 this 

leaves either statistical methods or neural networks. 

The crucial difference between an ANY and a first principlss model is that the fanner 

operates somewhat like regressions: it can readily map between input and output data 

without detailed knowledge of the physics involved [16]. The advantage of neural 

networks over linear regressions is that neural networks inherently model non-linear 

processes without upfi-ont data manipulation. This is desirable \\hen modelling 

t~~li lding HVAC processes and overall energy consumption because often the values 

of intcrest vary non-linearly with the drixing variables. 

According to Baily and Curtiss [12], ANN models arc particularly well suited for 

modelling slow processes with long time constants, which adequately describes 

thermal processes that occur naturally \vithin buildings. In addition, typical building 

thcrnial and energy data fonn a cluster of  points from which NN models are better 

able to extract a pattern than are statistical methods. Finally, KN models leam 

building operating cl~aracteristics and require less user input and operator knowledge 

than regression approaches. 

Fu~thermore Baily and Cu~t i s s  1121 rcferred to an article which weighed an A m  LIP 

against a rlt~adralic f i t .  11 was noted that thc neural netam-ks are much easier lo use 

once the initial n~odelling progl-am were sel up since arbitrary amounts of data could 

be adticd to the analysis without siyificant effort. The A N N  predictor network 

learned the relationship bctween the uncontrolled and controlled variables and energy 
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use by studying previously recorded data. The noted advantages of ANN models 

included their ability to handle ovcr parameterized problems by ignoring excess data 

that were of minimal significance and concentrating on the more crucial input data. In 

addition. ANN models were found to be ideal for on-line energy minimization due to 

their rapid iterative speed. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4 FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSTICS WITH 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

In the previous chapter, a literature sun3ey showed that artificial neural network 

(ANN) nlodcls suffice for nlodelling HVAC systems. In addition, chapter 3 explained 

that most HVAC systems are n~odelled with first order transfer functions. In this 

chapter neural networks are used to model first order transfer functions. 

The first elements to an FDD structure are built, The internal workings of 4NNs are 

studied before they are implemented as a modelling mechanism for first and sccond 

order systen~s. Generalized failures are injected into the system and the response 

between the ANN models and the systcni is analyzed. 

The goal is to find out irdiffcrcnt faults produce detectable and identifiable patterns in 

the residu;ils. Methods to diff'et-entiate between faults are also studied. 
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4.1 Theory on artificial neural networks 

In data analysis, A h i s  are a class of flexible nonlinear models used for supervised 

prediction problems [ I ] .  Yet, because of the ascribed analogy to neurophysiology. 

they are usually perceived to be more glamorous than other (statistical) prediction 

models. Due to this popularity. neural network theory has become widely known. 

Therefore this section will bc kept bricf and will focus on the specific networks 

implemented. 

The basic building blocks of an ANN are called hiddm units. Hidden units are 

modelled after the neuron. Each hidden unit receivcs a linear combination of input 

variables. The coefficients are called the (synaptic) weights. An activation fanction 

transfom~s the inputs and then passes them to another unit that can use them as input. 

An A N N  is a flexiblc framenork for specifying a variety of models. The most widely 

used type of neural network in data analysis is the multilayer perceptron (MLP). 4 

blLP is a feed-forward network composed of an input layer, hidden layers built from 

hidden units, and an output laycr. 

The input layer is coniposed of un i~s  co~xsponding to each input variable. For 

nominal inputs, there may be onc input unit for each distinct levrl. Consequently. Ihc 

numbes of input units may be greater than the number of inputs. The hidden layers are 

composed of hiddcn units. Each hidden unit puts out a nonlinear function of 3 linear 

combination of its inputs-thc activation function. The output layer has units 

corresponding to the target. With multiple target variables there arc. multiple output 

units. Figure 17 prcsents the model of a MLP wherc the inputs are timl: delayed 

samples of a single input vector. It I S  this type of network that is used in this chaptcr 

for signal prediction purposes. 

The network diagram is a representation of an underlying statistical model. The 

unknown parameters (weights) correspond to thc connections bctwecn the units. 
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Input Hidden Hidden Output 
layer layer layer layer 

Figure 17. Layout of a MLP 

Each hidden unity ields ;r nonlinear transfonnalion of a linear combination of iheir 

inputs. The linear conihinarion is the net input. The   ion linear transfom~ation is tlie 

activatior~ function. The  acti\.at~on funct~ons used with M LPs are s igmoidal curves 

(surfaces) such as Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. H?perbolic tangent signloid transfer function 

An output activation functior is used to transfoi-111 tlie output into a suitable scale for 

the expected value of the target. In statistics. this function is called the invet-se link 

furlrtiort. For binary targets, the logistic function is suitable because it constrains the 

output to be between zero and one. I~ he logistic function is sometimes used as the 

activation function for the hidden un~ts as \\ell. This sonietimcs gives the false 

impression that they are related. The choice of output actiiation function depends 

only on the scale of the target. 

A regression model, such as a MLP, depends on unknown parameters that must he 

estimated using t h e  data. Estimating t hc iveights and biases i n  n neural network i s 
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called training the network. The error function is the criterion by ~vhich the parametcr 

estimates are chosen (learned). Every possible combination of parameter estimates 

corresponds to a prediction of the expected target. Error functions can be thought of 

as measures of the distance between these predictions and the actual data. The 

objective is to find the set of parameter estimates that optimizes (minimizes) the error 

function. [I h]  

For some simple regression models. explicit formulas for the optimal estimates can be 

determined. Finding the parameter values for neural networks, however, is more 

difficult. Iterative numerical optimization methods are used: 

I Starting values (initial guess) 

t New value =previous value + update 

+ Iterate until convergence (no further progress). 

Optimization can be thought of as searching for a global optimum (minimum) on a 

multidimensional surface. The contours of the above surface represent lcvel values of 

the error function. Every pair o f v alucs o t't he two p arameters i s  a 1 ocation o n  the  

surface. There are many algorithms for determining the direction and distance of the 

update step. As Figure 19 shows, the optimization process can be complicated by 

multiple mnima, saddle points, flat regions. and troughs 

Parameter 1 

Figure 19. Training comerging [ I  I 

Back-propagation most often refers to an oplimization algorithm used to fil the 

network to data ( i t  is actually an analk~ical step of the algorithm) [ 3 ]  The model aiid 

optimization algorithm are separate entities. Many algorithms can be used to fit a 
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p~atiicular nonlinear regression model. Back-propagation has historical ties to the 

development of ANN. Consequently, the tern1 is often used syionymously with 

neural oework. In fact, MLPs are often called Back-propagation networks. The 

problem with this confusion is that Back-propagation is a variation of an inefficient 

and obsolete algoritlun called gradient descent. It can be painfully slow and may 

require extensive tuning. 

A MLP with one hiddcn layer is a universal approximator. That is. it can theoretically 

approximate any continuous surface to any degree of accuracy (for some number of 

hidden units). in practice. a MLP may not achieve this level of flexibility because the 

weights and biases must be estimated from the data. Morcovcr. the number of hidden 

units that are requircd for approximating a given function might be enomlous. 

The price neural networks pay ibr their flesihility is incomprehensibility. It is difficult 

to decide which input vat-iables arc ~mpottant or how they interact. N e ~ ~ r a l  networks 

are usually treated as black boxes. One feeds i t  the inputs, it does sonlething 

mysterious with them, and then it gcnwates a sensible prediction. In modelling, 

comprehensibility is not always a crucial feature of a prediction niodcl. A neural 

network h a t  produccs highly accurate predictions might be preferred over other more 

understandable hut less effective models. Neverlheless, incotl~prehensibility can be a 

practical shortcoming Understanding \;~riablc importance and interactions may 

impsove future data collection. In addition. it 1s easier to convince non-quantitative 

uscrs or clients of the value oftlic nietliodnlogy if they can understand the model. 

4.2 Fault detection and diagnosis with ANN models 

The purpose of this section is to invcstigale some propecies of residuals between a 

plant (or simulation) and artificial neural networks. Tlieol-etically, i t  is shown how to 

implement a FDD system from these residuals. It was shown in chapwr 3; that many 

componcnts used in HVAC, are modellcd hy fit-st order diffesential equations. IJI the 

s-plane, first order differential cquations translatc to first order transfer functions. 

Consider a plant which consisls or two first order transhtnations as shown in Figure 

20. The sections can experience tiirec tbpes of faults, namely an offset at the input. a 
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change in steady state gain and a chanze in tlme constant. The instruments at the plant 

outputs can suffer froni zero offset changes as well as changes in transduction ratio or 

gain 

Plant Pant 
onset Plant 

Plant #1 Plant #2 4am 

'. o-. 
b,s + I h..s + I 

Tranlnii1.4'9<1...... 

ANN #1 

...... 

Figure 20. Simulation studied for FDD 

For the purposes of the siniulation of this section. the input sensor was modelled as 

hult  free (no offset, no change 111 gani) so that the plant and ANN always a rccel\zd a 

fault free input. 

Neural net #2 of Figure 20 imirates the second o d e r  cornhination of both plants. As 

will b e  shown. th is  a llo\vs t lie v alidallon o f  e ven t lie sensor o utputs. T o  get t o  I lic 

point of coniplctc process \.alidation. the upcoming sections stcp throuyh residual 

generation to fault identification. 

4.2.1 Basic simulation and training of a first order system 

To clarify how the simulations were done and as an sxample of mining, consider the 

first order system ol'Figure 71. In comparison with Figure 20, this reduced system can 

be vicned as a building block of our target systcn~. 
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Plant #I 

a, 
h,, c l  

Residual 
ANN#, 

Figure 21.  First order system modelled with an ANY 

The input signal is a simple random square wave as Figure 22.a shows. This signal is 

fed into both the plant and the trained neural network. The plant produces a signal in 

the shape of a first order transformation also displayed in Figure 2 2 2 .  It would he in 

this segment ~vhere either a plant offset error or a plant gain emor is introduced in the 

simulation. The plant output is then used to include m y  of the sensor eirors. The 

output of thc neural network in Figure 22.b is an imitation of a fault free plant. The 

residual, displayed in Figure 22.c. is thc difference between the plant output and the 

neural network output. 

The architecture found to be most efficient Tor this tqpe of network is a 14-4-2-1 

structure (14 delaycd inputs. 4 neurons in thc first hidden layer 2 in the second hidden 

layer and of  1 output). In appendix -4.2 a more detailed discussion about nstaorh 

design for this system can be found. 

The neural network in Figure 21 is trained under ideal conditions only. This is the 

state where there are !no faults included in the system. All the gains are set to one 

whilc the offsets are zcroed. I'hc trained neural net\rork then mimics the plant under 

ideal c ontlitions. T h e  t at-get o f t he 11 eural network \v as t o  h a l e  a root m can s quarc 

(MSE) value belon 0.001 on normalized validation data. It is however possihlc to set 

a target of d.000 01, uhich cleans the residuals of a lot of noise. In section A . 3 2  the 

selections and implication of MSE \alucs are discussed. 
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Figure 22. Inpot and output to  a first order system 

4.2.2 Fault introduction to first order systems 

As stated, the plant of Figure 21 can undergo three types of fLiults: 

i Change in gain 

i Offset incrimination ant1 

i Time constant changes 

In this section the focus is on holy each fault propagales through to the residual. 

Studying certain aspects of [hi: residual reveals lion to detect and identify the fault at 

hand. The following 3 graph sets, Figure 23 through Figure 25, exhibit the different 

properties of the residuals. 

In each of the simulations. the fault was injected between 870 and lO50 seconds. 

Notice that the coinciding graphs betweer the different faults are on the same scale. - 

displaying the visual difftrenccs that can hc used for FDD. 
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Figure 23. Residual properties at an offset error 

Detecting when errors occur is rather easy. The residuals fi.om graphs a. in Figure 23, 

Figure 24 and Figure 25, fluctuate signiticantly from zero to pinpoint accurately when 

the system is undergoing a failure. The same information can bc obtained from the 

filtered residuals in graphs b;  hmvever, filtering the sigial first, reduces the influence 

of noise. Squariny the filtered residual provides an evcn more detectable spread as I S  

displayed in graphs c .  of the three figures. 

Differentiating between errors tends ru be a mot-c tedious task. The offset errol- of 

Figure 2 3 1 eaves rather uniquc patterns i n  graphs a .  and  b . 0 n the  other hand, the  

spreads of the first threu graphs in Figure 24 and Figure 25 are similar in shape. This 

makes i t  hard to distinguish gain errors Crom changes in time constant. Looking at 

statistical elaborations on the residual resolves this issue. 
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Figure 24. Residual properties of a 10% gain increacc 

Figure 25. Residual properties for a 10% change in time constant 
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Of Figure 23, graph d. - the mean, and graph e. - the median, resemble the residual of 

graph b. revealing nothing new. The mean and, especially, the median graphs of 

Figure 24 and Figure 25 differ considerably. This allows distinction between changes 

in time constant and increases in gain. The variance, shown in graphs r. of the figures 

at hand, offers a simple manner to single out offset errors fvom the rest. 

There are numerous methods to implement these graphs for fault identification. 

Working with residuals suggests the use of diagnostic observers as discussed in 

section 2 . 5 1 .  Although the residuals are generated differently from the methods 

described in diagost ic  observer theory. implementing a decision matrix seems 

feasible, 1.inguistically this could look like: 

k If syuuredfil~ered ~ E S I ~ U ~ J .  < X thenfault =false 

> If squirredfiirozd residucrls Xand variur~ce < Y then fault = Offset error 

r if .squuridjitered r-esitiuals > X and vuriance -- Y and ~netliun - Z 
thenlizult = Gain increu.re 

h If squur-ed filtered r-esidiials > X and variance > Y and n~edinn < 7 

thcn$zuI~ = Chiitlge i n  rime coi~s!unt. 

where X, 1' and Z are thresholds deducted from measurements. Thesc values are 

influenced by the noise in the system as \veil as the accuracy of the ANN. For more 

information on trigger xalues the reader is referred to appendix A. 

In 21 more :~ppropriate t ab~~ la r  forn~ the identification matrix can he seen in Table 2. 

This matrix holds unique triggcr pattcrns for each possihlc failure, An 'X '  represents a 

tlveshold that has been crossed while an '0' marks a trigger which does not tire. 

From this table fault identification is possible. 

Table 2. Fault Identification matrix 

Res~dual Properties 
Squared filtcred Variance Median 

Nom~ai  operation i 0 0 0 
Offset 

I 
X 0 Y 

Gain X Y X 

One problem still remains. Thc FDD system can, thus far, differentiate betv.een offset 

increases, gain changes and changes in time constant. The offset and gain errors. 

. . I imc constant X S 0 
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hoaever, can originate in either the plant or it can be a fault within the sensor 

measuring the plant. In the following sections this problem is addressed. 

4.2.3 Fault propagation through a second order system 

Consider Figure 26. Once a fault is generated within the first plant, it is automatically 

passed on to the second plant. The sensor also picks up this fault and forwards it to the 

FDD system producing a fluctuation on residual # I .  The input to the second plant thus 

deviates from normal operating conditions. This, in turn, leads to a measurable, 

unexpected output from the second plant. 

If the same stray, instead of originating in the first plant, came from the sensor 

nicasuring on the first plant, thc failure would not propagate to the second plant and 

accordingly not to residual ii2. This is cicar from the directional flow of infonnation 

in F i ~ u r e  26. To sum up, if residual #I shows an  error, but the propagation is not 

visible in residual #2: the fault lays within sensor 1 and not ins~de the plant. 

4 Input PIa;;" ' Pla;;#2 

-- -- outpot 

Notice that the second neut-al net\vork il l  Figui-c 26 receives the same input as the first 

nctwork bur attempts io miniic the output froin the second plant. Therefore this neul.,il 
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network replicates a second order curve comprising the transformations both plants

induce.This curve is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. Input and output of a second order system (includes intermediate first order output)

Due to the order of the combined plant, the second ANN needs to imitate a more

complex signal than the first ANN. It requires more neurons and therefore trains

longer to reach the same level of accuracy as the first network. The most efficient

architecture for ANN #2 is a 56-8-4-1structure (refer to appendix A.2 for more

detail). Both networks were set a target MSE value of 10-3; however, a target of 10-6

remains obtainable.

Counting faults originating in the sensor and faults originating within the plant

individually,leaves a total of five failures to consider:

-- - -- - -

69

- --

Sensor change in gain

Plant change in gain

Sensor offset

Plant offset

Change in time constant
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In the following figures (Figure 28 to Figure 31) the graph sets produced hy these 

faults are discussed. As before. the corresponding graphs are plotted on the same scale 

to indicate visual differences. 

Figure 28. The squared filtered residuals of a 10% Offset incriminations in both plants 

The failures are introduced between 870 and 1050 seconds and on average deviate 

10% from the normal value. Each figure contains a second fault from 1300 up to 1480 

seconds. This second fault is a replication of the first fault, only working in on the 

second plant or its corresponding sensors. Therefore it is only visible on the second 

residual. 

Figure 28 and Figure 29 depict the squared filtered residual of offset failures in the 

plant and in the sensors respectively. In Figure 28, the error from the first plant (graph 

a) is carried over into the second plant (graph b). As expected, the sensor error shown 

in Figure 29, graph a. does not propagate to a disturbance in Figure 29, graph b. 
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Figure 29. The squared flltered residuals o f a  10% Offset incriminations in both sensors 

The exact same phenomenon occurs when a sensor gain is compared to a gain 

increase within the plant. Although Figure 30.a. seems like a duphcate of F~gure 3 I .a; 

only the gain disturbance in the plant propagates into the second plant, the gain 

disturbance in the sensor is does not disrupt the residual from the second neural 

network. 

The appearance of failures from the first plant in the second residuals allows a FDD 

system to distinguish sensor faults from plant faults. The second plant serves as a 

validation of the sensor on the first plant. This imposes a new requirement on the 

second neural network: to differentiate between errors within the second plant and 

errors camed over from the first. A solution presents itself in the residual from the 

first plant. As stated, a disruption in a residual points to fault. If there is no detectable 

spread in the residual, the plant is considered operating normal. Concluding, that if the 

second residual shows a failure while the first residual remains undisrupted, the fault 

arose in the second plant. 
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Figure 30. The q u a r e d  filtered residuals of a 104; gain increase 

Figure 31. The squared filtered residuals of a 10% increase in zain within hoth sensors 
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The fault identification matrix from Table 2 can be broadened for fault detection on a 

second order system. Table 3 shows a functional matrix. Once again, an 'X' 

represents a threshold that has been crossed while an '0' marks a trigger which did 

not fire. An implementation of such a matrix is included in appendix B - the data 

disk. 

Table 3. Fault identification matrix for a second order system 

Normal operation 
Plant offset 

Sensor offset 
Plant gain 

Plant offset 

Plant gain 
L Sensor gain 

Time constant 

Residual #1 -- 
Squared 
filtered VAR Median 

0 0 0 
X 0 X 

Residual #2 
Squared 
filtered 

VAR Median 

Selecting these thresholds of triggers depends on mainly nvo factors. First is the noise 

level of the signal. Although the graphs in this section were generated with noiseless 

data, in practice, measurement noise could trigger thresholds that have been set too 

sensitive, leading to false error detection. This is the balance between robustness and 

performance. 

The second factor to consider for selecting thresholds is the accuracy of the neural 

network. A high perfomlance network allows the detection of much finer faults. This 

proportionality is discussed in appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5 FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS ON SOME 

ASPECTS OF HVAC PRESSURE CONTROL 

In chapter 4 a generalized approach was taken to fault finding and fault identification. 

In this chapter fault detection and diagnosis methods are employed in a more practical 

environment, with a study of a static pressure control loop. 

'The structure of an FDD system is extended from the generation of residuals via ANN 

models through statistical analysis of the residual to the tree structure utilized for fault 

identification. Processes and methods described in the preceding chapters are 

combined to form a complete implementation of an FDD system. At the end of this 

chapter, this FDD system is rated and judged according to the characteristics 

described in chapter 2. 

The aim is to twofold - not only to describe an FDD system, but also to take the 

reader through the process of the development and the expansion of the FDD system. 
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5. I Methodology 

5.1.1 Airflow control model 

The HVAC component studied in this section is the static pressure control loop 

presented in Figure 32. Fan dl-iven air is forced through the ducting of a building. To 

assure that the spread of air remains even all round, the air-pressure is constantly 

under adjustment by numerous controlled dampers. Figure 32 shows the placement of  

one such damper in a duct segnicnl. 

Air 
flow 

Pneumatic 

Figure 32. Static pressure control loop 

The pressure is measured with a pilot-static probe. The probe's s ~ y a l  is carried from 

a static pressure transmitter through a pneumatic delay linc to the controller. In this 

study a PlD-controller was implemented to control the damper actuator that controls 

the damper which, in turn, limits the pressure. 

Alan Watton, Russell K. Marcks, and Gifford Solem [ I ]  built a first principles model 

in MATLAB-sirnulink of the static pressure loop of Figure 32. In Figurc 33 an 

adaptation of their mode! is shown. This mode! is used tlu-oughout the chapter to 

optimize a FDD system. 
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Figure 33. Airflow control diagram [ I ]  

5.1.2 Fault list 

The static pressure control loop of Figure 32 can be spoiled by numerous faults. In 

this section some of these faults are studied by looking at where they originate and 

how the loop is influenced by such faults, thus serving as an introduction to the next 

sectlon where a FDD solution is implemented to differentiate between these faults. 

Each of the components completing the control loop has its own set of failures. The 

complete sum of errors is impossible to discuss, never mind thoroughly studied. The 

plan is to summarize the more common failures over the whole set of components. 

The faults to be studied include: 

9 Controller failure 

P Increase in the actuator hysteresis 

9 Leakage in the ductwork 

9 Damage to the probe 

P Puncture in the pneumatic line 

Controller failures 

Controller failures cover a massive scope of possible failures; however, controller 

failures are highly uncommon. A complete disconnection between the controller and 
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the actuator produces a catastrophic failing of the balance in the control loop. Such a 

problem is simple to detect and identify due to the dramatic repercussions. The 

controller fault studied here is a locked output. In other words. the controller output is 

a constant value like the example shown il l  Figure 34. Like most of the faults which 

will be studied. the controller lock is simulated from 600 to 800 seconds. Thereafter, 

as Figule 34.b shows, the PID-controller needs to compensate heavily to rectify thc 

strap in Figure 34.a. 

- .......................... a 3 2  - . . 
3 . . . . 
0 . . . . . . 
* 2 8  . . . . - . . 

g: j j 

2 6 
I ;  

5 . :  - : :  
Input i j 
output : :  ...... . . . . . . . . . . 

2 2 
100 LOO 300 400 500 600 700 ROO 9W 1000 1100 

Figure 34. Controller failure. 

Increase in the actuator hysteresis 

She build-up of dirt in the actuator increases the slack in the movement of the 

dampers. This means that the dead-zone around the pivot point of the dampers 

enlarges. The outcome of these types of faults can be seen as an added random factor 

inside the loop during the changeover to a new ser-point. 

Leakage in the ductwork 

Any unplamed opening i n  the ducts of a H\'AC system leads to the loss of heat. To 

compensate for such a loss, higher levels of input power are required, reducing the 
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overall effectiveness of the system. As HVAC systems account for 40% of building 

energy usage, such cncrgy loss increases operation costs. [2] 

Damage to the probe 

The Pitot-static tube is a probe which predicts the flow velocity in a duct based on 

Bernoulli's equation [ 3 ] :  

This states that the sum of the static pressure, q , and the velocity pressure, X pv ' ,  is 

the total pressure, e ,  which is constant along a streamline. When a Pitot-static tube is 

immersed into the flow. as in Figure 35: the vclocity at the stagnation point at the tube 

nose is v = 0 and the local static pressure equals the total pressul-c, iq . The flow static 

pressure, q . is n~easured a short distance downstream from the surface of the tube 

Figure 35. Pitot - static tube in a strearnlinc 

The flow velocity is obtained by applying: 

whcl-c a constant. K is added to lakc into account the deviations lkom the ideal case: 

AP = 4 - P< is the pressure difference hetween the total pressur-c alrd the static 

pressure. and. p is thc fluid density. Thc factor K is dcpcndent mainly on the tube 

constluction 
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When the axis of the Pitot-p static tube is not aligned with the direction of the air f low 

an error occurs known as y a w  In this study. yaw is simulated by applying a fractional 

gain m P . Reconsidering the velocity equation, a yaw fault contains elements of non- 

linear offset: 

From this it is clear that a small alignment mistake (c,,  < 0.01) shows an insignificant 

change in the balance, but as E, goes beyond 10%, the fault increases with quadratic 

Puncture in the pneumatic line 

Any puncture in thc pneumatic delay line results in thc steady loss of pressure to thc 

pneumatic contr-ollrr. It should thus bc treated as an incipient fault rather than 3s an 

abnlpt incident. This specific fault is srudied to see how the FDD system reacts to 

incipient faults. It will be modelied as a linear decay until the pressure feedback 

becomes zero. Refer to F i g ~ ~ r e  2 in chapter 2. 

5.1.3 FDD solution for the static pressure control loop 

In chapter 4, FDD work was done on an open loop system. In this chapter a closcd 

loop system is studied. New problems arise because the PID controller tends to 

compensate for failures in system components. Logically, a change in the loop would 

be more detectable in the compensation brought along by the controllu r;~ther than in 

the output of the system. Therefore the first neural network mimics thc controller 

output, generating a residual from which significant changes within the controller 

signal can bc studied. See Figure 36. 
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rReference input 
or setpoint 

Figure 36. FDD system on the static pressure loop 

'The second network monitors the pitot-static tube's output. Referrins to the work 

done in chapter 4, it is expected from this second residual to at least differentiate 

between sensor faults and plant faults on the first network. Moreover, Figure 36 

shows that repercussions of al l  the mentioned faults, eventually, pass through the 

connection point to the second residual. If the faults are large enough there should bc 

a detectable change in the second residual. 

The two neural networks used for FDD purposes are related through similarities. 

Similar characteristics include the type of network, the training method and the input 

to the network - as cithcr network receives only the system set-point. Both networks 

were constructed as feed fonvard ANNs trained \4 ith the quasi-Newton algorithm. 

Where the networks, that were eventually used, difSel. from each other are in the 

architecture. For ANN # I  a 50-15-5 network layout, which requires 5 seconds o i  

delayed input data. was employed. For AYN #Z  a much larger netwol-k was required 

to capture the transient. The most sufficient network had a 120-12-4 layout uhish 

used 12 seconds of delayed input data. For a broader discussion on neural nelwork 

training and configurations t l~c  rcader is refcl-red to appendix A.3 
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5.2 Results 

This section contains residuals from the five failures discussed in scction 5.1.2 - the 

fault list. Over the next five pages the residuals and statistical alterations on the 

residuals are shown. The attempt would be made, as was done in chapter 4, to deduct 

individual patterns between the graphs for each fault mentioned. This page contains a 

summary of what can be expected in Figure 37 to Figure 41. 

Each figure contains the residuals and its alterations divided equally between the first 

and the second residual. The top graphs on each page show how the system responds 

to a fault within. A white noise component was added to simulate measurement noise. 

The second row of  graphs shows the two neural networks' prediction of what the state 

should be. In the third row are the residuals - the difference behveen the plant outputs 

and the neural network outputs. These are followed by a string of variations on the 

residual, namely: filtered residuals, squared filtered residuals, median, variance 

(VAR) and the standard de\ iation (STD). 

The f a ~ ~ l t s  graphs are included in  the following order: 

> Figure 37. Residual signals for a controller failure 

i Figure 38. Kesidual signals for an increase i n  the damper hysteresis 

> Figure 39. Residual signals in case of a leak in the ductwork 

> Figure 40. Residual signals when the probe suffered damage 

k Figure 41. Residual signals fol- a puncture in the pneumatic delay line 

All these faults commence at 600 seconds and arc rectified at 800 seconds, except for 

the puncture in the pneumatic line that is never rectified. only halted after 800 second. 

This fault is considered an incipient fault while the other arc simulated as abrupt 

occurrences. 

These p lots were ni ade with the aid o f  M ATL.4B5, . m aklng LI se o f S ~mullnk, t he 

neural netaork toolbox and the stat~stlcal toolbox 
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Figure 37. Residual signals for a controller failure 
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Figure 38. Residual signals for an increase in the damper hysteresis 
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Figure 39. Residual signals in case of a leak in the ductwork 
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Figure 40. Residual signals when the probe suffered damage 
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Figure 41. Residual signals for a puncture in the pneumatic delay line 
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As was done in chapter 4, a fault identification matrix can be deducted from the 

residuals. Table 4 contains the complete summary from Figure 37 to Figure 41. An 

'X' is used to show then a fault would trigger a threshold and an '0' is used to show 

that the fault shows no discemable spread on the corresponding graph 

Table 4. Fault identification matrix built from the graph set 

Controllerfailure X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

Residual #1 

Normaloperation 

Damperclogging X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

Residual #2 
I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ductleakage 

Probedamage 

For fault detection purposes Table 4 functions sufficient; however, classifying 

between faults still remains an unaccomplished task. The problem is found in the fact 

that a controller failure and a clogging in the damper actuator fire the same triggers. 

Moreover, a leakage in the ductwork and a pneumatic leak also have similar trigger 

patterns. Further analysis of the residual graphs is required to differentiate between 

these faults. 

Pneumatic 
puncture 

The first issue to address is the task of separating control failures from damper 

actuator clogging. The reader is referred back to Figure 37.i. and m; as well as Figure 

38.i. and m. In both cases the deviations are great enough to trigger the thresholds. 

However, in both the filtered residuals of graphs i. and as well as the squared filtered 

residuals of graphs m; the signals disagree sufficiently for a trained eye to 

differentiate between these failures. One method of separating these graphs is to apply 

a second filter to all four the mentioned residual transformations as was done in 

Figure 42. In Figure 42, graphs a. and b. show properties of a controller failure while 

X  X  X  X  0 0 

X  X  X  X  X  X  

X X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 X  0 X  X  
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actuator c logging i s shown i n  graphs c and d . A trigger a round 0.1 i n  Figure 4 2.b 

would surely fire while the same threshold in Figure 42.d .would not trigger. 

u 1 
0- L A  /h dl 
400 450 500 550 600 650 7W 750 800 850 900 

time, s 

Figure 42. Residuals for separating controller failures from gains in actuator hysteresis 

From Figure 42 it is now possible to extend Table 4 with another layer presented in 

Table 5. 

Table 5. Fault identification matrix for discerning controller failures from damper build-up 

Residual #2 

The second issue to attend to concerns separating abrupt air pressure leaks from 

incipient pneumatic leaks. The residuals of Figure 39.c. and d; as well as Figure 41.c. 

and d: have been redrawn into Figure 43. It is these graphs that differ significantly 

enough for FDD purposes. In Figure 43, graphs C ,  d, g and h. shows the rate of change 

(ROC) of the above-mentioned residuals. Taking into account that the incipient ROC- 

I 

Controller failure 
Damper clogging 

X X 
0 0 
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graphs are drawn on a much larger scale, it would be easy to employ a threshold that 

separates these two incidents. Table 6 shows the deducted fault identification matrix. 

D . l  

400 500 6 W  7W 800 9 W  
time, s 

Figure 43. Differentiating to discern between abrupt and incipient faults 

It should be mentioned that these ROC-graphs do not represent the instantaneous 

ROC. An instantaneous ROC would be aggressively dictated by the noise in the 

system. The ROC-graphs of Figure 43 show the change in the system over 25 

seconds. 

Table 6. Fault identification matrix for discerning abrupt leaks from incipient leaks 

Residual #l 

1 ROC 
Filtered 

ROC 
I - 

Duct leakage I X X - 
Pneumatic puncture I 0 0 

The result section can be concluded. Unique identification patterns have been 

developed for all the faults mentioned in this chapter. To summarize the core of the 

results, a FDD tree is constructed in the following section 
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5.3 FDD tree for the static pressure loop 

From the results i n the previous section i t  i s  now possible t o  construct a complete 

minimal fault identification matrix. Excluded from this matrix is any residual 

adaptation that does not present new information to the system. In Table 7 an 

exclusive pattern for each fault can be found among the residual adaptations. 

Table 7. Minimal fault identification matrix 

Residual #1 Residual #2 

I Squared VAR 
Filtered Squared 

ROC Median filtered 

-- - 

Normal operation I 0 0 

Probe damage 1 X X 0 

Controller failure 

Damper clogging 

Duct leakage 

Pneumatic ~uncture I X 0 0 0 

X X X X 

X X X 0 

X 0 X 0 

As before, an 'X' represents an error that would trigger a threshold while an '0' 

accounts for triggers that do not fire. The open spaces relates to untested areas. In  

these spaces it is insignificant whether a failure fires a trigger since other residual 

adaptations are used to identify the specific fault. 

From the minimal fault identification matrix of Table 7 a binary decision tree (refer to 

section 2.6.2) can be constructed. See Figure 44. This type of tree structure assigns 

levels of importance to the different residual adaptations. In this case the most 

significant signal (or root event) is the squared residual. This signal's threshold 

deciphers if the system is running fault free or if there is a failure in the system. The 

least significant signals (or low level branches) are those with a fault type connected 

to them. The individual fault types are called the leaves of the decision tree. 

For readability purposes the folmulas given in Table 7 are used in the tree structure of 

Figure 44 to represent the different residual adaptations. 
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w 
Figure 44. FDD tree for the static pressure loop 

If these five faults were the only possible failures the static pressure control loop 

could experience, this FDD system could be considered perfect because tests have 

shown a 100 % fault detection and identification ability for faults diverging 10% off 

the normal operation value. Some faults were investigated, but the method applies to 

all faults that can reasonably be expected. In the next section, section 5.4, this FDD 

system is rated according to its abilities. 
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5.4 Properties of the FDD design 

In the second chapter (section 2.3) a set of characteristics of FDD systems was 

discussed. Accordingly the deducted FDD system of thls chapter shall b e  analyzed 

under the following attributes: 

9 Quick detection and diagnosis 

9 Isolability 

9 Robustness 

9 Novelty identifiability 

9 Adaptability 

F Modelling requirements 

9 Implementation requirements 

9 Computational requirements 

The other characteristics examined in chapter 2 aren't considered applicable to this 

particular study. 

5.4.1 Quick detection and diagnosis 

As can be seen from the FDD tree in Figure 44, faults are detected from the squared 

residual. Except for the incipient fault, all the mentioned errors cross the threshold in 

the first second of occurrence. The incipient fault first becomes detectable after 39 

seconds when i t  deviates around 6 5 %  from the normal operation value. This time 

varies as the rate of the incipient error increases (in this particular case the incipient 

error rate of change was around 0.16 % each second). Because the thresholds are set 

at levels so that measurement and system noise do not trigger any alarms only errors 

straying more than 6% from normal operating values are detectable. 

Diagnosis of the error occurs at the same instant as detection does. Thus FDD is 

instantaneous; only incipient crrors remain undetected until the chosen 6% bamer is 

crossed. 
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5.4.2 lsolability 

lsolability is the ability to distinguish betxeen different failures. All the modelled 

faults are completely isolatable through the fault tree. However if an un-modelled 

fault is detected by the tree it would be misclassified as one of the modelled faults. 

5.4.3 Robustness 

Due to the levels of filtering in the FDD system, ncither system noise, nor 

measurement noise should trigger any false alarms. The threshold levels were selected 

to handle noise levels around 15% to either side of the true measurement. This system 

is considered highly robust. 

5.4.4 Novelty identifiability 

The FDD tree of Figure 44 has null leaves, which points to unidentified or new fault 

types. Although a deviation from the normal operation conditions would bc detected, 

the decision tree would classify the fault among the known set. This diagnosis system 

was build only to identify known error and accordingly fails novelty identifiability. 

5.4.5 Adaptability 

Therc are two areas under which adaptahility should be judged. First is the systems 

reaction to environmental changes like the replacement of equipment that causes 

permanent adjustments of transfer equations. Such adjustments should be altered in 

the ANNs. A package like CSensem provides an on-line trainer; accordingly the 

neural networks are updated as the process continues to function normally. 

Secondly, the fault tree should be extended as new error types are recognized. To 

extend the fault tree a unique residual pattern needs to be identified. This might 

require that a new residual adaptation is incorporated into the fault tree. A new 

residual adaptation would also require a new threshold level to be deducted. All this 

can be done without the need to alter the current tree in use making this a h~ghly 

adaptable FDD system. 
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5.4.6 Modelling requirements 

Training o f t he neural networks requires a n  efficient se t  o f  p rocess history data. It 

doesn't require any knowledge of the HVAC system at hand. To build the decision 

tree also required historical fault data. No HVAC specialist is needed. To sum up, the 

FDD system requires sufficient history data. If enough data are available before hand 

deploying the FDD system requires minimal resources. 

5.4.7 Implementation requirements 

TO implement the FDD system developed in this chapter, it is critical that the ANN 

models are trained with data that represent the complete scope of normal operation. If 

all the product variables (on which the FDD system is implemented) are known, it is 

simple to generate the required training data with the HVAC model of the static 

pressure loop. 

The second phase o f  i mplementation requires m alfunctions t o  b e  s imulakd via the 

trained M s .  Different residual patterns can be built from the network outputs. From 

the patterns the fault identification matrix and the binary decision tree can be 

deducted. 

A developed FDD system should be exportable to similar HVAC systems built from 

the same components without any alterations. However, if components differ greatly 

between systems, the ANN models require retraining. 

5.4.8 Storage and Computational requirements 

For storage requirements the two neural networks, collectively, weighed in below 11 0 

kilobytes. All the needed process history information is contained in the trained 

parameters of the networks. The decision tree information covers a fraction of the 

ncural network requirements. 

Thanks to the parallel configuration of the ANN computational costs are minimal. 

The IF-THEN structure of the decision trec also reduces computational requirements. 

The largest calculations are required for residual adaptation and even this is 
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considered tiny for today's processors. Another contributor to computational 

requirements is the rate used for sampling the data. The sample rate of 10 samples per 

second is considered low, making computational requirements minimal. 

5.5 References in chapter 5 
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Technology. 

[3] Goodfellow, H. & Tahti, E. Industrial ventilation design guidebook. 2001. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6 FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS ON HVAC 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

The fundamental purpose of an HVAC system is to sustain a comfortable climate 

inside a space. Usually this is different to the climate outside the space. To maintain 

this difference the HVAC system requires energy. This study looks at the relation 

between the inside and outside temperatures and the energy consumed maintaining it. 

In the previous chapter, an FDD system was developed on a simulation model of an 

HVAC sub-system. This simulation model was built via first principal methods from 

physical models.  most of the contributing factors to the HVAC system studied in this 

chapter are unknown. Thus. a first principal model can not be developed. 

The FDD system, discussed in this chapter, is constructed around two neural 

networks. The networks are trained with process history data. The outputs from the 

networks are analyzed to detect and diagnose faults in the system. At the end of the 

chapter the FDD system is evaluated on various aspects such as robustness and 

diagnosis speed. The ANNs as used in this chapter were implemented using CSenseB, 

developed in South Africa. A short discussion is given in appendix A. 
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6.1 Background 

Ln essence, an air-conditioning system is used to establish and maintain a temperature 

difference between the outside and the inside of an enclosure. Naturally, this process 

requires energy. The energy levels needed relate do the temperature difference 

required. Accordingly, the power used by thc air-conditioning system is some 

function of the indoor and outside temperatures. 

For an air-conditioning system the power level needed to maintain an indoor 

temperature is proportional to the heat transfer out of the conditioned region [I].  This 

heat transfer depends on the specific surroundings of the air-conditioned spacc. 

Figure 45 shows the first layer of elements surrounding the air-conditioned space. 

Figure 45. Various heat transfer elements separating the conditioned space from the outside 

The total heat loss is the sum of the heat losses through all the surface elements: 

Here g ,  p, QP and Q' are the heat transfer of a specific surface segment. For 

example, a single wall heat transfer segment is modelled with: 

QwOll = Qcon,, + QdJ + qlw,skY + ~ I ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ,  . . . (6.2) 

Q,,, represents the convective heat transfer through the wall, while &, represents 

the absorbed solar radiation. q ,=,,, and q lN,g,o ,n,  are models of the long wave radiation 

between the exterior surfaces and the sky or ground. All the components of (6.2) need 
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to be calculated from physics equations. Consequently, calculating (6.1) becomes a 

tedious process relying on fine detail of the environment. This detail includes 

knowledge of materials used in the construction and building dimensions, to solar 

patterns and sun angles. 

6.2 Methodology 

As an alternative to building a model around (6. I),  this chapter focuses on an artificial 

neural network (ANN) that models the air-conditioning power levels from the indoor 

and outside temperatures. The advantages of an ANN over first principles models in 

building energy FDD are: 

> No expert knowledge of the building or its environment is required. This is 

because ANN models are built from historical data. These data are discussed 

in the next section. 

i' As first principal methods lead to a solution for a highly specific building, 

ANN based FDD remains a more universal solution that can be deployed in 

many buildings. However, the ANN needs to be retrained for the particular 

building. 

The drawback is that for a highly accurate ANN model, the data of at least one 

complete seasonal cycle are required 

6.2.1 System input and output 

The data used in this chapter were collected from a telecommunications exchange 

site. A description of the facilities is provided to give the reader an idea of some of the 

interactions with the environment. The telecommunication equipment is distributed 

through some rooms located on the third floor of a building. These rooms are cooled 

by a dedicated HVAC system. Due to the regular intervention of maintenance 

personnel the rooms are not kept as isolated as they should be. 

System requirements state that the equipment should operate below 22 "C. From the 

measurements it seems that the operating indoor temperature is set around 18 "C. This 

might be an overcompensation to avoid high temperature alarms. 
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The data were measured at 30 minute intervals. Only three measurements were taken 

into consideration. These are the two temperature readings in Figure 46.a and the 

instantaneous power usage of the HVAC system in Figure 46.b. 

Figure 46. HVAC system input and output 

The fluctuations in the instantaneous power (Figure 46.b) render it unpredictable. A 

neural network trained to predict the data delivers a MSE value around 0.2. This is 

unacccptable performance for F DD purposes. A moving average filter was applied 

stretching over six hour's measurements. This filtered power graph is displayed in 

Figure 46s .  Neural networks trained to predict the filtered data delivers MSE values 

of 0.003. 

Throughout the rest of this chapter the IIVAC power refers to the filtered power 

symbolized with f&". The outdoor and indoor temperatures are resembled with 

T ,,,,,, and TnSid, respectively. 
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6.2.2 FDD solution 

Three measurements are studied in this chapter. The relationship between these 

measurements are considered unknown, although it can be calculated via the method 

mentioned in section 6.1. In Figure 47 an ANN mimics the air-conditioning power by 

mapping the two temperatures. The ANN output is compared to the measured power 

to generate a residual. As in the two preceding chapters, this residual is studied for 

FDD purposes. 

Figure 47. Basic FDD architecture 

In the preceding chapters two residuals were used to give the FDD system a higher 

resolution. The current problem requires a t  I east two o f t he three measurements t o  

build an effective ANN. The third measurement is needed to build the residual. Thus, 

all the measurements are used. In order to increase the range of the FDD system 

proposed in Figure 47 a second ANN is added. This configuration is shown in Figure 

48. The additional ANK will cross validate the results from the original ANN'. 

The indoor temperature is used as a common input to either network. This was chosen 

because T,,,, has the lowest variance and usually operates around a set value. ToUzri, 

serves as an input to ANN # I  and is used to deduct residual #2 by subtracting the 

output of ANN #2. P,,,c,,, is cmployed in the opposite role. It is used in comparison 

with ANN # I  to form residual #I and is used as an input to ANN #2. See Figure 48 

Figure 48. Cross validating FDD architecture 

' Training 

Q- ANN # I  

a- 
a- ANN #2 

! Traimng 
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Training the two neural networks of Figure 48 is thoroughly discussed in the appendix 

of the dissertation. In section A.4.2 it is found that a 48-36-6-1 network trains best 

for ANN #1, while a 4840-5-1 network architecture should be used for AN4 #2. 

Both the networks receive a 48 delayed line input of 30 minute samples. This is a 24 

hour cycle of data. Refer to Figure 46. 

6.2.3 Fault list 

Neural networks are considered black box models. It is necessary to study how certain 

input sets map to an output in order to gain any understanding of the network at hand. 

Once the two networks of F igure 4 8 are trained with n ormal( fault free) operating 

data, the response to data containing errors can be studied. From these responses FDD 

criteria can then be deducted. In the results section the two residuals are analyzed to 

distinguish between the faults. In this section the various faults used during the 

remainder of this chapter are mentioned. 

Ideally, all the faults the FDD system should differentiate between should come from 

gathered measurements. Thc HVAC system should have undergone through all the 

failures and these data are then used to build the FDD system. Unfortunately, the 

collected data do not include enough failure data. No experimentation was allowed 

due to the potentially high cost of down-time of telephone exchanges. Faults included 

in the data are: 

Simultaneous failing of the temperature sensors (data link broken) 

P Compressor failing 

P 3" party heat source (lights were left burning) 

To increase the resolution of the FDD system more failures need to be studied. Some 

artificial faults were constructed from the ideas of sections 2.2 and 4.2.2. The value of 

artificial faults is that they can be sized to test the limits of the FDD design. The 

artificial faults used to broaden the FDD system are: 

P Gain on c,,,,, 
P Incipient offset on <j,con 

9 Abrupt offset on <j,con 
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> incipient offset on T,,,, 

> Abrupt offset on T,,,, 

Gam on L,s#, 

F Incipient offset on Tnu,s,, 

P Negative abrupt offset on T,,,,,, 

A gain on TnSrde was not considered because this input varies little around a significant 

positive value. A gain del~vers the same results as an offset. 

6.3 Results 

The same approach used in the corresponding section of the previous chapter is used 

here. The mentioned faults are passed through the two neural networks and subtracted 

from the third input to generate the residuals - refer to Figure 48. The residuals are 

then transformed to obtain useful spreads. The transformations include filtering and 

squaring the residuals, calculating statistical alterations like the mean, median and the 

variance and sifting to produce constant rate of change. Evidently, numerous graphs 

are required to display all this information. 

6.3.1 Faults from the measured data 

Figure 49 shows outputs from the two neural networks in comparison with measured 

target variables. The bolded lines represent neural network outputs while the thinner 

lines represent the measured data. The left-hand graphs contain the elements to build 

residual #l .  This is the output from ANN#I and the HVAC power measurement. On 

the right-hand side the outdoor temperature measurement and the output from ANN 

#2 are compared. This is the configuration used during the remainder of this section. 

Figure 49.a. and d. show the spreads for a failure with the compressor. As the input 

variables - mainly - move past the input limits, the neural networks produce 

outputs outside the acceptable range. The ANN output is considered low quality and it 

is thus uncertain if the network would reproduce a similar output for a similar input. 
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This is a feature built into CSens&. Refer to appendix A for more information. A 

lack of output prohibits the construction of residuals. 

30 mi" samples 30 min samples 

Figure 49. Neural response to failures in the measured data 

The same occurrence can be seen in Figure 49.b and e. which contain the graphs for a 

complete sensor failure. Once again both the ANN # 1 and ANN # 2  fail t o  deliver 

good quality data and no residuals can be drawn. For the outside temperature 

measurement a sensor fault is about the only possible failure as this is an uncontrolled 

variable. Both the above mentioned failures remain detectable even when no residuals 

are available. This is because the measurements lie beyond the normal operation 

scope. 

The third fault found in the measured data was the occurrence of a 3* party heat 

source. The indoor temperature does not deviate kom the set value. The compensation 

for the added heat is made in the HVAC system, hence ANN #1 differs from the 

P,,_,, measurement in Figure 49.c. Figure 49.f. also shows a distorted ANN #2 output 

as P,,,, is an input to the network. 
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In this case the failure did not move operations beyond the scope of the network and 

residuals can be obtained for study. See Figure 50. Graphs a. and i. are copies of 

Figure 49.c. and f. - the components from which the residuals are built. The residuals 

are shown in Figure 50.b. and j. Here the system noise is still highly visible, making 

these two graphs less valuable for FDD purposes. A more FDD orientated graph 

would be a filtered residual from which the system noise had been removed. Refer to 

graphs c. and k. Figure 50.d. and 1. show how the squared filtered residuals that 

enhance the error spread and restrict calculations to the positive side, simplifymg the 

selection of trigger levels. 

The next six graphs, Figure 5 O.e, f ,  g, m, n ,  and o .  shows the necessary statistical 

manipulations of the residuals. It is the mean, the median and the variance (VAR) of 

the residual calculated over a window of 24 hours. 

The last graphs found as part of Figure 50 shows the rate of change (ROC). They have 

been modified to discard abrupt changes and only lift out steady constant changes in 

the filtered residual. 

Due to the immense scale of this error, almost all the graphs show detectable 

abmptions. Only the ROC graphs remain dormant due to the varying fluctuations in 

the residuals. This fault is more identifiable through its shear size than through the 

repercussions it causes. 

In the preceding chapters corresponding graphs were drawn on identical scales. 

Spreads in this chapter differ too greatly, thus the reader is cautioned to consider the 

scale of each graph individually. Notice also that some graphs, like Figure 51.g. have 

a scaling factor on the upper left comer. 
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Figure 50. Residual analysis for an unaccounted heat source inside the building 
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6.3.2 Artificial offset faults 

All the artificial faults start after 200 intervals, extend for 300 measurements and end 

instantly after 500 intervals. The three abrupt offsets, displayed in Figure 51, Figure 

52 and Figure 53, were created by increasing one of the signals with 10% of the 

average signal value. 

Figure 5 1 shows the residuals for an offset error o n  the power signal. The sudden 

increase can clearly be seen in the residual graph, Figure 51.b. The fault spread 

becomes even more detectable in graphs c. and d. The abruptness, however, decreases 

due to the filtering algorithm used. This causes the slope in the fault spread between 

200 and 230 in both graphs c. and d. The filtering algorithm used is: 

YI = XI Y, = K,x, + (1 - w-I n=2,3,4 ... 

where y is the filtered signal, x is the unfiltered signal and K, is the filtering factor. 

K, = 0.05 was selected for this study. 

On the right-hand side of Figure 5 1, none of the graphs shows an initial disturbance 

other than system noise. The offset error is thus only detectable in residual #l. It 

propagates through the mean and median graphs as well (see Figure 51e. and f.). The 

variance (graph g.) shows the edge conditions of the offset error. The ROC graph 

(graph h.) does not show any slow constant increase in the residual. 

The disturbance found in Figure 5 1.j. beyond the 480 mark, is the result of bad quality 

output from ANN #2. 

Figure 52 contains the results for an offset error in the inside temperature. Because the 

inside temperature has a low variation, both neural networks are influenced greatly by 

the 10% offset. This can be seen in graphs a. and i. All the graphs, except the ROC 

graphs, show highly detectable divergences. The great variance, caused by the fault, is 

found in both VAR-graphs, graphs g .  and o. The ROC graphs also point to highly 

variable residuals by not being able to detect any constant changes. 
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Figure 51. Residual analysis for an offset error on thepower measurement 
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Figure 52. Residual analysis for an offset error on inside temperature 
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Figure 53. Residual aualysis for an offsel error on the outdoor temperature 
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Figure 55. Residual analysis for a gain error on the outdoor temperature 
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Figure 53 displays how a negative offset on the outside temperature would shape the 

residuals. The sign and size of the error can clearly be seen in the residual (graphs b. 

and j.), the filtered residuals (graphs c.  and k.), the mean (graphs e. and m.) and the 

median (graphs f. and n.). Only around the edges of the fault do the VAR and ROC 

adaptations reveal any detectable offsets. As expected, the squared residuals (graphs 

d. and 1.) are not able to obtain information about the sign of the error. The squared 

residuals do, however, elevate the error most. This makes the squared residual ideal 

for detecting faults, but not for diagnosing faults. 

6.3.3 Artificial gain faults 

In Figure 54 a gain of 10% was added to ti,,, . This error leads to the fluctuating 

appearance of residual #1 seen in graph b. Other attributes of this type of error, which 

correlates with the findings in chapter 4, is a low mean and median and a detectable 

VAR. The ROC (graph h.) also shows regular changes in the slope of the filtered 

residual signal. Residual #2 also shows detectable disturbances in the same graphs as 

residual #l did. 

The residuals displayed in Figure 55 show a 10% error in the outside temperature 

measurementTmeide. The output from ANN #I differs barely from tiran (graph a,). In 

graph b. it is also hard to distinguish the faulty area fiom the faultless area. The 

filtered residual shows a more discernable spread (graph c.), and as was found with 

the offset faults, the squared residual shows the most detectable spread (graph d.). 

Residual #2 shows a slightly more detectable error region than residual #1 did, but in 

general the graphs of residual #2 are similar to the graphs of residual #l. 

This gain error also shows low means (graphs e. and m.) and medians (graphs f. and 

n.) on either residual. The variance (graphs e. and m.) displays detectable fault areas 

and the constant ROC shows regular changes in the residual. 
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Figure 54. Residual analysis for a gain error on thepower measurement 
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6.3.4 Artificial incipient offset faults 

The incipient offset added to each measurement starts at the 200' interval with a 

value of zero. As time progresses the ermr increases linear to 33 % at the 500' 

interval. The outline of this error is clearly caught in Figure 56.b. and Figure 58.j. It is 

for these types of errors that the ROC of the residual is studied. In Figure 56.h. and 

Figure 58.p. the constant ROC shows a constant increase in the residuals. 

Figure 56 shows the residuals for an incipient error he,, . The shape of the error is 

clearly visible in graphs b. to f. The VAR (graph h.) displays the step when the error 

is restored. This information is useless since the error needs to be detected before it 

can be repaired. Thus graph h. shows no detectable spread. In residual #2 the sloping 

nature of the error is slightly distorted. But the incipient character remains detectable 

in graphs j. through n. 

As Figure 57 shows, an incipient error on the indoor temperature measurement, q-,, 
shows a much larger offset in the residuals than the same size error in either %,, or 

T,,. Around the 400' measurement the error becomes too great for the neural 

networks to deliver good quality data. Both residuals show significant error spreads in 

all the graphs except for the ROC signals (graphs h. and p.). 

Figure 58 seems to be a mirror image of Figure 56. In Figure 58 the incipient shape 

can be seen in the right-hand side (graphs j. through n.). The variance (graph 0.) is 

overshadowed by the large spike that represents the end of the offset. The ROC 

(graph p.) points to a constant steady increase in the residual. Residual #l does show a 

detectable error but it does not seem to be of an incipient nature. This residual has a 

high variance (graph g.) and an inconsistent ROC (graph h.). 
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Figure 56. Residual analysis for an incipient error on thepower measurement 
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Figure 57. Residual analysis for an incipient error on the inside temperature 
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30 mln Samples 

Figure 58. Residual analysis for an incipient error on the outdoor temperalure 
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6.3.5 Fault identification matrix 

After the tedious task of analyzing the residuals, a fault identification matrix can be 

constructed. Table 8 can be considered a summary of the residuals graphs. Ideally, 

each fault studied has a unique pattern in this matrix. Unfortunately, both emors on 

i d  leave the same fault pattern in Table 8. Comparing Figure 52 with Figure 57 

confirms this result. Thus this FDD system will be unable to separate abrupt offsets 

&om incipient offsets on Tnside. 

Table 8. Fault identitieation matrix. 

I Residual #1 I Residual fi2 I 

Data disconnect Bad quality residuals 

Compressor fail Bad quality residuals I 
Found in this table is the standard deviation (STD) response of the residuals. These 

graphs were not included in this text as they yield similar results as the variance 

gaphs that were displayed. The results from chapter 4 and chapter 5 confirm this. 

As was mentioned, the relative size of the residuals is useful to differentiate between 

faults in and c,,,9ide. If residual #2 is subtracted from residual #1, as was done in 

the last column of Table 8, a relative difference is produced. If this difference is 

positive the fault is more likely in qirCon. A negative difference points to T,,,, , while 
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a zero difference points to Tmide. This works even better if the squared filtered 

residuals are used. 

In order to simplify the FDD tree, the fault identification matrix is simplified. Only 

the most significant residual patterns are used in Table 9, eliminating residuals 

comparable to the selected patterns. 

Table 9. Reduced fault identification matrix. 

Residual #1 Residual #2 

Tauid. X O X O X O X O  
La" X X X X X X 0 0  
Timide X X X O X X X O  
T,",,, X X X 0 X X 0 X  
Data disconnect Bad quality residuals 

Compre~S01 fail Bad quality residuals 

Heat source X X X O X X X X  - --- 

6.3.6 FDD tree 

A binary decision tree can now be constructed from the fault identification matrix in 

Table 9. There are numerous other methods to implement the fault identification 

matrix. A decision tree is, however, one of the easiest and most understandable 

methods to employ. Figure 59 shows the FDD tree structure built around the reduced 

fault identification matrix. 
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In this section, the aim is to describe how Figure 59 hc t ions .  The tree describes a 

chronological order in which events should occur to identify failures in the HVAC 

system. In brief, the quality of the residuals should be evaluated. If the neural 

networks deliver usable outputs, the various residual alterations should be 

constructed. Firstly the type of fault is identified, either a gain, abrupt offset or 

incipient fault. Then the signal containing the fault is identified. 

The data quality check is a functionality build into the CSenseB neural network block 

set. It is based on the extreme values in the training data. If data are received outside 

the boundaries of the training set an unevaluated output would be generated. Since 

residuals can not be built with undependable data, all the FDD system can do is to 

evaluate the input variable boundaries. An "out of bounds" error will be generated. 

If residuals can be generated, the first step is to detect a fault in the system. The 

favourable signal to study is the squared filtered residuals. From Figure 50 to Figure 

58 it showed the most detectable spread for any of the faults studied. Then a trigger 

fires operation is considered faulty. If the squared residuals remain low, the HVAC 

system would be performing normal. 

The second step would be to diagnose the fault. In Figure 59, the two mean signals are 

evaluated together. If both are low, gain error is identified. If both are high the 

identification process continues. In Table 9 it can be seen that - for the known faults - 

the two mean columns are exactly the same. Thus, if one fires high while the other 

fires low, an unknown fault is discovered. This is shown with a question mark in 

Figure 59. 

Once the type of error is identified as a gain error, the signal in which this error occurs 

should be detected. This is done by assessing the relative size of the residuals by 

calculating the difference. If residual #1 is larger than residual #2 the fault lies in 

Poi,,, . If the difference is below zero, the fault lies in T,,,s,. In the case where the 

difference is about zero, the fault is unknown. From the last column in Table 9 it is 

deducted that equal residuals point to an error in Tn,, , but this remains uncertain. 

Thc suggested error is shown in dashed lines in Figure 59 
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Evaluate 
input variables 
boundaries 

I ,._ . . -~ ...., 

Y Abrupt \ 
\ . ~  , 

Figure 59. FDD decision tree for HVAC power usage 
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If the fault is not a gain, the VAR-graph from residual #1 is considered. A low trigger 

points to an abrupt error. When the trigger is high, the VAR-graph fiom residual #2 is 

studied. Here, a 1 ow variance 1 eads t o  the evaluation o f t  he two R OC-graphs from 

which the different incipient faults are identified. If the second variance is high and 

the second ROC is high, the fault is an unwanted heat source in the room. 

If none of these conditions are met, the fault lies in q",, . There is no method 

available to separate abrupt errors from incipient error on q-;,, . At the bottom of 

Figure 59 a description is added on how to extend the tree once a new method is 

found to distinguish between abrupt and incipient errors. 

6.4 Properties of the FDD tree 

In the second chapter (section 2.3) a set of characteristics of FDD systems was 

discussed. Accordingly the deducted FDD system of thls chapter will be analyzed 

under the following attributes: 

9 Robustness 

9 Quick detection and diagnosis 

k lsolability 

9 Novelty identifiahility 

P Adaptability 

9 Modelling requirements 

9 Implementation requirements 

9 Computational requirements 

The other characteristics examined in chapter 2 are not considered applicable in this 

particular study. 

6.4.1 Robustness 

As was stated in chapter 2, robustness is weighed against performance. Noise is the 

most contributing influence on the system's robustness. In an attempt to remove 

noise, the data are filtered twice beforc fault detection commences. Firstly the 

measurement of P,,, is filtered as section 6.2.1 specifies, and secondly the residuals 

are squared and filtered. 
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The thresholds are selected at levels that cause minimal fault alarms. In over a 

month's fault free data three false alarms were activated. To show how the threshold 

levels influence the performance, consider Figure 60. A threshold of 0.004 is used. A 

number of different sized fault residuals are shown. Only those higher than 2.3% 

cross the threshold and those higher than 3.4% remain above the threshold level. The 

higher the fault, the quicker it is detected. 

0 orsr- - ,-~.-.--7 

Figure 60. Residual #2 for different size offsets on the outdoor temperature 

Figure 60 only considers one fault type on one of the residuals. The threshold for 

residual #I can be set lower because ANN#l out performs ANN #2. Different faults 

also lead to different detection speeds. 

6.4.2 Quick detection and diagnosis 

As can be seen from the FDD tree in Figure 59, faults are detected from the squared 

residual. With the thresholds set at 0.002 and 0.004 respectively, the failures are 

detected as follows. Gain and abrupt offsets cross the trigger between 2 and 17 

measurements, while the incipient offsets studied, are detected between 20 and 64 

measurements. In terms of measurements, 64 is much lower than the 390 needed in 
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the study done in chapter 5. However, the period between measurements is 30 

minutes. Thus, 17 measurements represent a total of 8 Y2 hours that is not v q  fast. 64 

measurements amount to 1 day and 8 hours for detection on an incipient error. The 

main factor contributing to the rate of detection is sampling speed. 

The speed of diagnosis is determined by the time triggers fire on the diagnosing graph 

sets. All the residual analysis figures showed that these graphs changed as the squared 

residual did. Thus, as a fault is detected is can be diagnosed. 

Experiments showed that a 10% offset error on P,,,, was detected in 5 measurements 

or 2 K hours. A gain on T,,,,,, took 17 measurements or 8 % hours to detect. 

6.4.3 lsolability 

Isolability is the ability to distinguish between different failures. All the modelled 

faults are not completely i solatable through the fault tree. Methods still need to be 

developed to separate abrupt and incipient offsets on qm,. Since this is the only issue 

with isolability, the FDD systems separation ability is considered highly effective. 

6.4.4 Novelty identifiability 

A decision tree will always return one of the outputs defined as leaves in the tree. 

Contrary to the FDD tree in chapter 5, the tree in Figure 59 contains end nodes that 

are unknown faults. Unfortunately data to test these nodes are unavailable. Moreover, 

the system modelled by the neural networks is highly involved. There is probably 

more unknown faults than known faults although many of these are covered by the 

artificial faults. It can be stated that the FDD system has some novelty identifiability. 

6.4.5 Adaptability 

There are two areas by which adaptability should be judged. First is the system's 

reaction to environmental changes like the replacement of equipment that causes 

permanent adjustments of transfer equations. Such adjustments should be altered in 

the ANNs. A package like CSensem provides an on-line trainer; accordingly the 

neural networks are updated as the process continues to function normally. 
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Secondly, the faillt tree should be extended as ncw error types are recognized. To 

extend the fault tree a unique residual pattern needs to be identified. This might 

require that a new residual adaptation is incorporated into the fault tree. A new 

residual adaptation would also require a new threshold level to be deducted. Ail Lhis 

can be done without the nesd to alter the current tree in use, making this a highly 

adaptable FDD system. 

6.4.6 Modelling requirements 

Training o f t  he neural networks requires a n  efficient s el o f  p rocess history d ata. It 

does not requirc any knowledge of the HVAC system at hand. To build the decision 

tree also requirs historical fault data. No HVAC specialist \\as needed here. To sun1 

tip, the FDD system requires sufficient history data. 1f enough data are available 

beforehand, deploying thc FDD systcln requires minimal resources. 

6.4.7 Implementation requirements 

Stand alone FDD systems are usually implemented on equipment that has been in 

circulation for some time. Thus. opcration data should bc readily available. This data 

are required for training the ANNs and should 

i be local to the system, i.e. it is best if the d a ~ a  were collected from the site and 

machinery on which the FDD system aiil be implemented; and 

i span thc complete range oinor-rnal bchaviour of thc HVAC system. 

After training the nekvorks, fault data should be simuiatcd through the ANN models 

in order to build a fault identification matrix. From the matrix a decision tree can be 

constructed. 

When the FDD system is implernentcd over various sites only the training of thc 

AhXs  needs to be repeated, l.his is because simil:lr faults lead to similar residual 

patterns. Compare Figure 23  with Figut-e 5 1 and Figure 24 with Figu1.e 54. 
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6.4.8 Storage and Computational requirements 

The size storagc needed for this FDD system is mainly occupied by the database 

needed for the CSense neural networks. A CSense architect file, where under the FDD 

system is saved, requires 350 kilobytes. 

Computational requirements are extremely low. Data are sampled at 30min intervals. 

This leaves ample time to process the data. In an experiment it took 7 minutes and 23 

seconds to process 37 day's data. That is 0.24 seconds per sample. 

6.5 References in chapter 6 

[ I ]  Bring, A,, Sahlin, P.  & Vuolle, M.  Models for Building Indoor Climute ant1 

Energy Sinzulation. 1999. Dept. of Building Sciences. KTH. Stockholn~. 



CHAPTER 7 

7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

With this chapter we clnw the study on FDD systems. Thc bulk of the preceding 

chapters are summarized, highlighting thc key conclusions made during the coursc of 

this investigation. Further recommendations. as well as a number of improvements to 

increase the accuracy and effccliveness of FDD systems are mentioned. 

7.1 Conclusions 

In the first chapter the goal of t h s  dissertation u.as divided into a couple of s u b  

targets. Mainly, these involve t he  r hrcc s uh-systems that interact together for FDD 

purposes, modclliug, rcsidual analysis and c lass~t icat~o~i .  

Modelling non-linear processes with the aid of neural networks in chapters 4, 5 and (1 

was highly effective. Even \villi the random factor of a backlash hysteresis. found in 

damper actuators in chapter 5 .  MSE \.slues below 10 ' were obtained between the 

plant and the A N N  model Tlius. the neural netnorh predicts plant output \vilh 

ncccptablc accuracy. 
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In chapter 6 a physical systern was modelled with measured data. In this HVAC 

system there are many unknown elements and variables. Without these values the 

HVAC system could still be modelled with an SlSE of 0.003. 

The major advantage gained from neural network modelling lies in the training of the 

model from process history data. This means that implementation of the FDD system 

does not require an WVAC expert or even specific HVAC system information. The 

drawback is that training requires historical data from the targeted plant. 

Residual analyses showed that statistical methods can be used extensively to mine 

for information in the residuals. Some faults have similar spreads in some residuals, 

while acquiring completely unrelated patterns after a transfolmation on the residual. 

This is excellent for separating one hult  from anothe~.. 

Classification of errors was done using a decision tree. This is a very simple logical 

pattern to follow through the residual sets to obtain the error status of the plant. In 

chapter 5 the tree was a binat-y tree. All the branches split in two and all the leaves 

pointed to some enor. In chapler 6 the tree considered fault residual patterns that arc 

unknown or new to the FDD systcm. This allows for novelty identifiability. 

Chapter 4 implemented a multiple network FDD system, I t  w a s  shown that such a 

configuration has the ability to separate sensor errors from plant errors. In chapter 5 

such a systcm was utilized to  diffel-cntiatc between controller failures, plant failures 

and sensor failures. 

Finally the FDD systern was measured and judgcd according to the desirable 

attributes mentioned in the literature study. This system is classified as highly robust 

and adaptable with low modeling and computing costs. This makes the FDD solution 

quick in the identification of faults. 

In chaptcr 5 the FDD systcm hils  to identify no\.el iaults. This reduces the system's 

isolability, as known faults are diaznosed perl'ectly while unknown faults are 

categorized tinder knoun fault sets. I n  chapter 6 this issue was addressed and facilities 

to incorporate novel faults were developed 



Measuring FDD performance through characteristics shows a designer where there is 

space for improvement of the system, and in the nest section this is discussed, but the 

depth of this investipation must be kept realistic. This investigation most certainly 

poinrs to a feasible concept. 

7.2 Recommendations 

The FDD system has room for improvenicnt when unknown faults are encountered. In 

the currcnt state the dccision tree limits the FDD system to misclassify a new fault as 

a h o w n  fault. This is because of the minimal amounl of unknown termination points 

in the tree. To resolve this issue the following methods arc recomniendcd: 

2; One method vould be to extend the tree to carry more leaves rcserved for 

unknown faults. This will bc a daunting task, as unknown faults could share 

properties with laio\vn malfunctions. It would require the implementation of 

more residual adaptations and consequently expand the trec. 

i Another method would hc to ]replace the decision tree with a less discreet 

system like :I f i ~ r z y  logc classifier 

I A third option ~vould be to implement a committee o f  tree stnlctures, 

assigning to each a priority level for certain fjult sets. 

The lesulution of thc FDT, system is somewhat small because the attempt was to 

develop a concept rather than to colr~rnission a full FL)U systein. The available data 

also reduced the scopc of the systcin as fault data was sparsc. For in~plcinentation of a 

similar system it is recommended that tile scopc of errors analyzed be extended 

dramatically. 

.A study can be inducted to the effect of faulty input sensor readings to A N N  as this 

was neglected during this study. Faults deducted Srom the symptoms should always 

iuclcde the possibility o r  a n  input sensor fault. 
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A. 1 Software packages 

In chapters 4 and Z artificial neural networks ( .4NN) are i mplemerited tor r esidual 

generation. These residuals are then further studied for FDD purposes that form the 

core of this dissertation. To build these simulations and validate the theory. two 

software packages were used: Matlaha and CSensea. 

A . l . l  MatlabQ neural network toolbox 

Specific network architectures tend to be more efficient with certain training 

algorithms. These a igorithms were implemented with the Matlab@ neural network 

toolbox on feed fonvard networks. These networks implement neurons in layers (See 

Figure 61). Each laycr has an arbitrary number of neurons. For complex problems 

this number is increased to retain the knowledge that is needed. lncreasing the 

number of layers may enable the network to follow more complex behaviour in its 

training data. 

Input Hidden Hidden Output 
layer layer layer layer 

Figure 61. I.a!.out of d f w d  torvard rlrural n r t w r k  
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The number of times the training data are fed to the network, called the number of 

epochs, is also important to ensure that the network captures the bchaviour of the data. 

Thcre is a trade-off between the number oi'neurons, the number of layers and thc t m e  

lrquircd to train the network. Furthcmiore, problems are sometimes better solved 

with a less complcx network. 

With the Matlab@! neural network toolbox the developer has complctc control m e r  

the activation functions. dimensions and training a l~or i thm of the ANN. One can 

specify multiple outputs and other layout aspects. The ~nultilayer perceptron is but a 

choice amongst many network topologies to choose from. Popular training algorithms 

are: 

h Grndicnt descmt hack-propagation 

I Gradient descent with momentum and adaplile learning rate back-propagation 

> Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation 

T Resilient back-propagation 

i BFGS quasi-Newton back-propagation 

According to the Matlabe help, the multila\-er neural network is quite powerful since 

i t  states that a two-layer nctarork can approximate any function to an acczptablc 

degree ofaccuracy [ I ] .  .41so refer tu Haykin [ 2 ] .  

A.1.2 CSenseC3 Architect 

C'SenseE is a comprehens~vc devclopnient sofhvarc platfonn that cni~blcs thz 

dc\elopnicni of rcal time applications for process diagnosis, decision-support, 

supervisory process control, a r ~ l  condition management of equipment and processes. 

As for MatlabR heing an interpretive mathcniatical environment. l'hese are two very 

different packages made to sa~isfy diffetsnt needs. 

CSensed limits the designer lo a s i n ~ l c  output multi-laqer perseptron. The option is 

for either one or t u o  hidden layers and thc amount o i  neurons each laycr contains. 

1.hcrz is no choice fol- activation functions other than thc sigmoid function. In essencc 

none of these fxlors  impose n s iy t i c an i  loss in neural net\~ork accuracy. Wha~  does 

influence :he pzrronnnncc of CSensec!C i n  comparison w ~ t h  iMatlah:% is the training 
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algorithm. CSense@simply uses the Gradient descent back-propagation algorithm for

ANN training. To CSense's advantage is the implementationof databases, especially

for neural network training. This allows for training with enormous sets of data.

To sum up, a tweaked MATLAB@ network can produce a residual with a MSE

value below 10-6while a CSense@networkperforms with an MSE value below 10-4.

This difference can easily be overshadowed by noise in the system. (These MSE

values are from the simulation of Figure 20 in chapter 4.)

A.2 Networks frolfJ chapter 4

A.2.1 Network design

Both the networks in Figure 62 receive the square wave input of Figure 63. From the

second network 'n more complex transformation is required, accordingly the network

is built with more neurons in each layer.

Figure 62. Simulation of chapter 4

~--. - s.--'o....-......,------ -" ". - GO_

Figure 63. Input and output of Figure 62

For the first network experimentation found that a network with 14 delayed inputs, 4

neurons in the first hidden layer and 2 in the second delivers optimum results.

Additional neurons lead to overtraining whilst reducing the number delivers poorer

results. Through the same method the second network dimensions are: 56-8-4-1 (56

delayed inputs, 8 neurons in the first hidden layer 4 in the second hidden layer and of

course I output). In both networks the first layer is build with the hyperbolic tangent

sigmoid transfer function. The second and output layers contain a hard limit transfer

function.

132

- - - -
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A.2.2 Network performance 

Usually ANN perfomlance is measured in the MSE value of the residual between the 

network output and the target, This criterion was used to select the highest performing 

topology. But these networks form part of an FDD system and it seems appropriate to 

judge the netmork on the success of the FDD system. 

Mainly, the concern is successful fault detection. Table I0  shows this as a percentage 

value when the FDD network. correctly, predicted the state of the system. Further 

perfo~mance criteria, also in Tahle 10, include: 

> Training time. measured in epochs 

> Network deviation from the training tarset, measured in MSE values and 

> Network deviation from validation dataset targets, measured in MSE values 

The percentage error column in table L refers to the size of the error-, deviating a 

percentage from the normal operating value. The threshold levels were selected at the 

lowest possible level which would never trigger fdse  alarms for the data at hand. 

Table 10 clearly shows a direct relation between the threshold level and the training 

MSE value. A superior trained nctwork can. therefore, detect smallcr errors hut takes 

longer to learn. 

Tahle 10. Summary of Ah'N training 

Networks trained 

#3 

I X I O ~  

Validation MSE I . 22x lO4  1 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  

Threshold 5 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~ '  6 . 2 ~  1 OYi 

- - 565 116 
0.25 ",. 

1.5 9/,, 25 (14 % 
1.75 '% 64.63 "1 

2 X 83 3: 9: 0.74 ..;, 
Q > 
N 2.5 ",; 46 03  .- 5 

1.69 X, 
- 0  3 '?," 97 27 ?,<) 

C 'Z 
24.57 % 

0 s 
'; I. 

4 % 64.27 010 
s g .- ,,; : 1 98.51 ",. 92.56 'YO 
b 57.02 % 0.00 '$;, 

Z !00.00 ? , I  98.26 9" 27.75 %, 

12.5 '% 14.9 1 % 
1 5 %  I 100.00 % 77.67 ' X  

87.34 '50 
2 0 %  j 96 03 % 
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To summarize, a network trainer with an MSE value below I x lo-' would detect 80'% 

of the errors 2 O/a or greater than faultless be11aviou1-. I n  comparison with thc same 

network trained to an MSE value around 1 x 1 0 '  incapable to identify 80 % fdilurcs 

smaller than 15 % off the normal operation \ d u e .  

A.3 Networks from chapter 5 

A.3.1 Network design 

Both the networks in Figure 64 receive the square wave input of Figure G5.a. The first 

network produces a s i g a l  equal to that of the implemented PID controller (Figure 

65.b). From the second netxvork a more complex transfo~mation is required; 

accordingly the network is built with more neurons than the first network. 

Figure 64. Simulation of chapter 5 

Downstream 
-static pressure 

In an attempt to capture the transient of the PID controller (refer to Figure 65.h), the 

neural net\vork needs delayed inputs spanning the duration of the transient Ivhicll is 5 

seconds. The waves are samplcd each tenth of a second, meaning at least 50 delayed 

inputs are rcquired for the first nct~vork. 
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Ry the same principle. the second netvvork rcqulres at least 120 delayed Inputs as the 

stretch of the transient is much larger in Figure 65.a. bi total. a 120--13 4 - 1  network 

architecture has (120 x 12) + (12 r 4) + (4 x 1) = 1492 weights. Table 14 shows that 

these sized networks take around 3 davs to train. ( I t  should be mentioned that ANNs 

coded with compilers - like C, rather than with interpreters including MATLABCS , 

train much faster, makin: training times an insigificnnt factor.) 

...... output 

Figure 65. Input and output of Figure 64 

To speed up training time, the sampling length was increased from 0.  l s to 04s, thus 

the delayed inputs are reduced from l2O to 30, cuttins network s i ~ e  to 412 neurons. 

Unfortunately, the trainincg waves lost some smoothness limiting the accuracy of the 

ANN. An intermediate sampling level, employing every second data point of thc high 

resolut~on data. required reasonable training times doubling the accuracy of the undcr- 

sampled networks. The intermediate data were used on a network with 60 input 

delays. 
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A.3.2 Network performance 

In this section results are listed, weighing different network architectures up against 

each other. As was the case in chapter 4, training the first ANN is relatively effortless 

compaired to training the second. This is because, considering Figure 64, the data 

transformation required from the first network is less intricate than the transformation 

of the second network. Accordingly, more effort was devoted to optimizing the 

second network. 

The first network training results are shawn in Table 11. From Figure 66 it is visible 

that network no. 10, a 50-15-5-1 network, performs most sufficiently with a training 

MSE value of 2.19 x However, for FDD purposes any of the topologies listed 

in Table 11 would suffice since the FDD performance is mainly bounded by the 

second network's abilities. 

Table 11. ANN training for the first network of chapter 5 

# Architecture 

Figure 66. Performance comparison of nehvorks architectures for the first ANN of chapter 5 

hlSE Training 
- Epoch 

Training Evaluation time 
1 5 0 - 6 - 2 - 1  

2 5 0 - 6 - 4 - 1  

3 5 0 - 8 - 2 -  1 
4 5 0 - 8 - 4 - 1  
5 5 0 - 8 - 6 - 1  
6 5 0 - 1 0 - 2 - 1  

7 5 0 - 1 0 . 6 - 1  
8 5 0 - 1 2 - 3 - 1  

9 5 0 - 1 2 - 4 - 1  
10 5 0 - 1 5 - 5 - 1  

1 1  5 0 - 1 5 - 9 - 1  

- 
2.93 x l ~ - 5  3.288 ~ 1 0 . ~  1221 156 min 
2.26 XIO.' 3.128 ~ 1 0 - '  6624 625 min 

2.491 X I O "  2.665 ~ 1 0 . '  2637 312 min 
2.297 Y I O - '  2.647 XIO.' 2700 311 min 
2.653 XIO.' 2.7 x 10.' 3769 106 min* 
2.27 xlo-' 2.412 ~ 1 0 . '  2677 435 min 
2.24 ~ 1 0 . ~  2.303 x 10.' 3921 126 min* 

2.292 ~ 1 0 . '  2.412 XIO.' 5275 173 min* 
2.504 ~ I O . '  2.593 ~ 1 0 . ~  4477 153 min* 

2.19 xl0.' 2.254 ~ 1 0 . ~  3443 170 min* 
2.7 ~ 1 0 . '  3.182 ~ 1 0 - '  2235 131 min* 

trained on o high per/onnancr computer 
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The next couple of pages contain the training results of the second network from 

Figure 64. The results are grouped according to the sampling resolution. 

Table 12. Neural network training with heavily sub-sampled data 

MSE 
Epoch 

Training Evaluation 
4.51 loJ 4.92 lo4 

Training 
time 
-- 

240 min 

168 min 

190 min 

249 min 

201 min 

166 min 

258 min 

145 min 

251 min 

233 min 

420 min 

451 min 

380 min 

1873 min 

7 
Tra~ning 

a Evaluation 
1 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4  

Architecture 

Figure 67. Performance comparison of networks with 30 input delays 
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Table 13. Neural network training with 1/2 sub-sampled data 

# Architecture 
MSE t - - Epoch 

Training Evaluation 
Training 

time 

2.5 
Training 

2.4 m Emluation 

154 rnmi 

177 mm* 

2 16 m ~ n  

91 nun* 

1000 nun 

848 nun 

617 n u n  

2335 nun 

710 nun 

559 mln 

612 nun 

3638 mln 

168 nun* 

936 mn 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Architecture 

Figure 68. Performance compariwn of networks with 60 input d e l a y  
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1 1 2 0 . 8 - 2 - 1  1 1.51 x lo4 1.71 x lo4 15797 824 min* 

Table 14. Neural network training with high resolution data 

# Architecture 
MSE Training 

epoch 
Training Evaluation time 

2 1 2 0 - 1 0 - 4 - 1  

3 1 2 0 - 1 2 - 4 -  1 

1.6 

1.4 - 

% i "1 - 
p~~ 

W 0.8 ~1 
m Training 

0.6 - Emhation 1 
~ ~~~ 

0.4 - 

0.2 

0 - 

0.999 x lo4 1.23 x 10.' 68222 3807 min* 

0.998 x lo4 1.17 * l o 4  71576 4489 min* 

4 1 2 0 - 1 5 - 5 - 1  

1 2 3 4 

Architecture 

0.998 x lo4 1.37 X l o 4  59552 4302 min* 

Figure 69. Performance comparison of networks with 120 input delays 

irnmwl on n hishper/omunce cornpuler 

Figures 5 1 ,  52 and 53 as well as Tables 10, 11 and 12 show how under-sized networks 

perfonnances are limited while large networks over-trains. The last mentioned 

phenomena can be seen in the difference between the training MSE values and that of 

the evaluation set. 

From this section's tables, implementing a 5&15-5-1 network for the first ANN 

seems the best option. For the second network a 1 2 0 - 1 2 4 1  is used for the FDD 

purposes in chapter 5. According to Table 10, faults deviating approximately 5 % 

from normal operation should be isolated and identified with the FDD system of 

Figure 64. Both these networks use data sampled 0.1 seconds apart. 
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A.4 Networks from chapter 6 

A.4.1 Network design 

A great deal is known about the systems modelled in chapter 4 and chapter 5. The 

physical interactions are understood up to a point where mathematical models could 

be constructed. In chapter 4 the models were first order and second order transfer 

functions and in chapter 5, a sixth order transfer function was implemented. All that 

was understood in the models gave away some clues as to how the ANN models 

should look. The transfer functions of the HVAC system in chapter 6 are unknown. 

What is !mown is how the input and output to the system looks. Figure 70 shows how 

the system cycles periodically. Each cycle stretches 24 hours as the temperature 

changes from day time to night time. See Fi~mre 70.a. The HVAC power also have a 

24 hour cycle as Figure 70.b. shows. 

I 
6 0 L P - L -  ---.A 
340 360 360 400 420 440 460 

Tlmc (h) 

Figure 70. Measured variables of the system from chapter 6 

The inside temperature, Tnrr,, is used as a common input to both ANNs. The outside 

temperature, qu,,Ti,, is used as an input to the first ANN and serves as the target 

output of the second ANN. The HVAC power, ermn, have an opposite function to 

T ,,s,de, P o,,,v is an input to A h J  #2, and the comparative output of ANN #I. This 

cross configuration can be seen in Figure 71. 
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I I Trainim 
1 " 

\ -  
ANN #I 

- \ I  

ANN #2 

Figure 71. Cross validating FDD architecture 

To,,t,,de and P,,,c,, appears to he similar, but there is a time shift in the waves of Figure 

70. P, ,,,,, is running between 4 to 6 hours behind u,3,,. Accordingly, one ANN 

should perform a fonvard shift while the other ANN should make a backward shift. 

To accomplish this, both networks need a complete cycle as input. As a cycle is 24 

hours and data are sampled every 30 minutes both networks has a 48 input delay 

pipeline. 

A.4.2 Network performance 

Training in chapter 4 and 5 was done with MatlabB which allows the designer to 

manipulate every aspect of the neural network. In chapter 6 CSenseB is used. This 

limited the design to variations in only the number of neurons in 2 hidden layers. In 

this section results are listed, weighing different network architectures up against each 

other. 

CSenseB only uses the gradient descent back-propagation algorithm for ANN 

training. Together with the CSenseB database access facility training times for all the 

networks tabulated hereafter, was less than 2 hours. In fact some of the smaller 

networks trained within 10 minutes. 

Table 15 along with Figure 72 shows comparative architectures and their training 

capabilities for ANN #l.  CSenseB randomly selects 20% of the data for evaluation 

purposes. Therefore the evaluation data set differ for each architecture. From Figure 
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72 i t  is clcar that a 49-36-6 1 network delivers a high RhlS valve without oler- 

train~ng. 

'Table 15. Training results for ANN # I  

# Architecture 1 , MSE epoch 
__-____I 

Trainmg Evaluation - 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4  
Architecture 

Figure 72. Pcrformancc comparicon of arcl~itccturcs for -is\ # I  
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Table 16. Training results lo r  #2 

1 

# Architecture MSE - epoch 
Training Evaluation -- 

1  4 8 - 1 0 - 2 - 1  5.78 x 10.' 317 

4.59 l o 3  476 

Trainiriy 

Va l iaat lon 

Architecture 

Figure 73. Performance comparison of architectures for ANN 12 

Tahie I6 3rd Figure 73 show tha t  an architecture of 48-40 5 - 1  \\orking best for 

ANN r2. This network's neuron count is not far from the architzcture used lor ANN 

$1. This is expected becausc the net~vorks riced to il.arisfortn data in similar manners. 




